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FICTION

EWALD ARENZ
DER GROSSE SOMMER /
THE GRAND SUMMER
A Novel, ca. 320 pages
Spring 2021 - English sample available

More than 90,000 copies sold
SPIEGEL Bestseller
"In this novel, Ewald Arenz succeeds in telling a
story that is conventional yet artful. [...] Ewald
Arenz: a name to remember."
Denis Scheck, ARD Druckfrisch

"With great empathy and humour, Ewald Arenz
tells of a time in life when everything still seems
possible because the magic of the first time lies
over so many things. To preserve this energy, this
beautiful summer novel can inspire in a poetic
way." Andrea Gerk, NDR KULTUR
"The Grand Summer is an enchanting book - a feel-good novel that you take to bed
with you at night to read straight on the next morning. In beautiful language, this book
evokes memories of summers past. It is nostalgic, but not wistful. It is simply a very
beautiful book that does not weigh you down, but does you good." - WDR2
„There are books that should never end, and The Grand Summer is one of them. A
wonderfully sensitive and upbeat novel about the difficulty of growing up.“
G. Schulte-Hostede, Hugendubel Ulm

Friends forever
It’s looking like 16-year-old Friedrich isn’t going to get moved up at the end of the
school year. His only chance is to resit his exams – which means no holiday with his
family, no summer. As if that wasn’t bad enough, his mum tells him he has to go and
study with his grandfather. Friedrich is dismayed: he’s always thought his grandfather
rather formal and reserved. His only comfort is Nana, his grandmother. And Beate,
the girl in the bottle-green swimsuit he met at the swimming pool a few days before
the start of the holidays. Despite all his forebodings, over the next few weeks he
comes to see his grandfather in a new light, hears the story of how his grandparents
met, and falls in love himself for the first time. A perfect summer – if it wasn’t for his
best friend Johann, who comes across as cool and confident, but underneath it all is
actually a very complicated person.
Ewald Arenz, born in Nürnberg in 1965, studied English and American literature and history.
He is a teacher at a secondary school in Nürnberg. His novels and plays have received many
awards. The author lives near Fürth with his family.
Rights sold to: Nieuw Amsterdam (Dutch); Orenda Books (English World);
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FICTION

EMMA BEHRENS
DAS HAUS DER LIBELLEN /
THE HOUSE OF DRAGONFLIES
A Novel, ca. 430 pages
Autumn 2021

A novel full of suspense and great emotions - wonderfully dazzling and mysterious
Intense and sparkling like fireworks on a balmy
summer evening

"Captivating and dazzling, Emma Behrens [...] tells a story full of suspense and great
emotions - about the seductive power of beauty, the longings of the heart and the
realisation that sometimes you have to find yourself before you can find love. A great
summer holiday novel to recommend! " Brigitte Siegmund, BUCH AKTUELL
A mysterious mansion, two enigmatic siblings, a great love
Head over heels, 32-year-old Sophie returns to the magical place of her childhood,
the old mansion of the neighboring von Gutenbach family.
Here she used to spend every free minute with the ethereally beautiful siblings Noah
and Emilia. At seventeen, Noah and she became lovers, and Sophie experienced her
happiest time yet - until Noah disappeared from her life from one day to the next five
years later.
Now a letter leads Sophie back to the mysterious house where Emilia lives alone after the sudden death of her parents: Noah has disappeared again, and his sister asks
Sophie for help.
Sophie hesitates, the thought of her great love does not leave her cold even after all
these years, but then she seizes the chance: she must find Noah, maybe this way
she can finally put the past behind her and give her heart away again.
Emma Behrens tells a story full of suspense and great emotions in a captivating and
emotional way - a story about the seductive power of beauty, the longings of the
heart and the realization that sometimes you have to find yourself before you can find
your great love.

Emma Behrens, born in 1989, grew up in a small village in the countryside and later studied
philosophy and general and comparative literature in Berlin. She has lived in Canada, Australia and the USA, among other places, and has a weakness for English-language literature.
She works with books, which, like travel, are her passion. 'The House of Dragonflies' is her
first novel.
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FICTION

CHRISTINE DREWS
FREIFLUG / FLYING FREE
A Novel, ca. 350 pages
Spring 2021 - English sample available

Based on the true story of Rita Maiburg, the
World’s first female pilot, who fought for her
rights by suing Lufthansa and the German
government
The story of two women coming together to
fight for equal rights, this is an emotive and
entertaining narrative
A vivid portrait of Germany in the 1970s
"'Freiflug' is an entertainingly illuminating book
that brings the seventies to life and makes it
clear that the past is outrageously close to the
present." Cordula Echterhoff, WDR Westart
"With a love of detail, she paints a portrait of a time when women fought for their
rights against great odds." - "With a love of detail, she paints a portrait of a time when
women fought for their rights against great odds." NDR Kultur
"A fact-rich and well-researched novel. One gets a comprehensive insight into the
reality of women's lives in the 1970s, whose struggle for social recognition and equal
legal treatment had only just begun." Petra Pluwatsch, Kölner Stadtanzeiger
The moving story of the World’s first female airline pilot
Germany, the 1970s. Katharina Berner comes from a well-off family of entrepreneurs
– but she is different. The fact that Katharina, as a woman, chose to study law is
something that neither her old patriarch of a father nor her mother and sisters have
ever understood. But Katharina has got her degree, and now works at a big law firm
in Cologne. She is not happy, however. Day to day, her male colleagues make her
life hell, and she would love to be able to set up her own practice. But how, when
nobody even wants to rent office space to her? Then a unique opportunity presents
itself: young Rita Maiburg asks Katharina for help. Rita has a pilot’s licence, but for
years her efforts to get a job have been in vain. Lufthansa has recently rejected her
application, saying they do not employ female pilots. Rita has resolved not to stand
for this injustice any longer. Katharina takes on the case, and the two women file a
suit – against Lufthansa and the German government. Katharina finds an ally in her
charming new landlord Theo, who supports her wherever he can. But will Katharina
and Rita manage to overcome all the obstacles that stand in their way?
Christine Drews is an author and screenwriter. She published her first novel, Schattenfreundin, in
2013: it was translated into six languages and adapted for television. She writes family sagas, crime
novels and thrillers, as well as scripts for film and television. Christine Drews lived in England for several years, and now lives with her family in Cologne.
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FICTION

JOHN VON DÜFFEL
DIE WÜTENDEN UND DIE SCHULDIGEN /
THE ANGRY AND THE GUILTY
A Novel, ca. 300 pp.
Autumn 2021
English sample available

A multi-layered family novel in times of Covid 19

"It is a brilliant text that holds up a merciless mirror to our
strange society in these times."
Annemarie Stoltenberg, NDR KULTUR

"John von Düffel is a writer who has a lot to tell. And 'The Angry and the Guilty' is a novel
with substance. It is about nothing less than what is important in life - and at the end of
life. And about human stigma and speechlessness. And then this heavyweight of a novel
even has room for levity. There are some slapstick moments and moments of great melancholy comedy. If there were the title 'the perfect novel' to bestow - this one would deserve it!" - Katrin Krämer, RADIO BREMEN
Narrating the altered life – A family story in an extreme time
March 2020: A Protestant pastor in the Uckermark region who faces death. An anesthesiologist at the Charité who gets quarantined together with a rabbi. An art student who is
hopelessly in love with his professor and drifts into a world of narcotics. And Selma, the
granddaughter, daughter and sister of the aforementioned, who is supposed to somehow
hold together this family - no easy task in times of contact restrictions and social distancing rules, in which distance becomes a virtue and closeness a problem.
The four family members, torn apart, are connected less by similarity than by a common
void: Holger, pastor's son, ex-husband and father of the protagonists is in a clinic after a
suicide attempt and is now practically unreachable. For each of the characters, he means
a gap, a phantom pain of a different kind. But Holger is not the only absent person, who
is much more present in the lives of the family members than they are ready to admit.
More and more this extreme time brings the disappeared - living as well as dead - into
light like under a burning glass, and with them the stories of anger and guilt appear.
John von Düffel ties in this dense novel the issues of our time to broader questions: on
the relationship between man and nature, on belonging and isolation, on living and dying
in times of a pandemic.
John von Düffel was born in Göttingen in 1966, he works as a dramaturge at Deutsches Theater Berlin
and is professor of scenic writing at the Berlin University of the Arts. He has published novels and story
collections with DuMont since 1998, including 'Vom Wasser' (1998), 'Houwelandt' (2004), 'Wassererzählungen' (2014), 'Das Klassenbuch' (2017), 'Der brennende See' (2020) and most recently 'Wasser
und andere Welten' (new edition 2021). His works have been awarded numerous prizes, including the
aspekte Literature Prize and the Nicolas Born Prize.
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FICTION

FRANZISKA FISCHER
IN DEN WÄLDERN DER BIBER /
IN THE FORESTS OF THE BEAVER
A Novel, ca. 300 pages, Spring 2022
English sample available

A young woman who’s lost her way in life, a small
Brandenburgian village, and an encounter that changes everything.
A sensitive, smart tale of self-discovery, love, and the
power of nature.
Poetic and compassionately narrated

“An evening breeze dances through the street, playing with the leaves in the
trees, already the dark colour of late summer. It won’t be long before the first
ones turn brown and begin to fall, heralding autumn. I’d like to be here to watch
how the forest greets the winter months.”
After her seemingly well-ordered life unravels and her boyfriend throws her out of
their shared flat, Alina flees the bustle of Frankfurt without a second thought and
makes for the only place that comes to mind: the home of her estranged grandfather,
in a sleepy village in Brandenburg.
The old man lives alone amidst forests and fields, in a house which is much too big
and in need of renovation. He keeps chickens, tends to his garden, bakes bread,
makes jam – and takes in his granddaughter without asking too many questions.
Alina’s memories of summers spent with her grandparents are hazy and a little surreal; caught up in the stress of everyday life, those summers in the village haven’t
crossed her mind for years. But now, in the heart of nature, where everything hums
and rustles, surrounded by sounds and scents, the memories return. And before she
knows it, she’s fallen in love not just with the house and its surrounding forests, but
also with her childhood friend Elias. Yet there are some things that Alina must free
herself from before she can build a new life.

Franziska Fischer was born in 1983 in Berlin and studied German language and
literature and Spanish philology at Potsdam University. She has returned to Berlin to
live and work as a freelance author and editor.
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FICTION

MANUELA GOLZ
STURMVÖGEL / LIKE BIRDS TOSSED
BY THE STORM
A Novel, ca. 380 pages
Spring 2021 - English sample available

A headstrong woman, an exciting life and a
whole century of German history
A moving and immensely enjoyable family
saga
Based on real events: Emmy was the author’s
grandmother
"With 'Storm Birds', author Manuela Golz has
succeeded in writing a novel worth reading that is
representative of many women's fates in the 20th
century." Ulrike Kübelwirth, Heilbronner Stimme

"With this novel inspired by the life of her grandmother, Manuela Golz succeeds in
portraying an extraordinary woman in the course of an eventful century."
Petra Berkenbusch, Ruhr Nachrichten
“When the world is falling down around my ears,
I just move on somewhere else.”
Emmy’s life spans almost a whole century. Her childhood on a little island in the
North Sea is shaped by the tides and by her embittered grandmother Alma, who
thinks compulsory schooling is a load of nonsense. And with the outbreak of the First
World War, Emmy’s school career is cut short before it has even really begun. The
only option left open to her is the life of a servant in Berlin, the ‘madhouse of the
1920s’. She soon meets Hauke, a young man from a wealthy family. The ‘stuck-up
twit’ shows her another side to life, and a few other things besides. Then come three
children, and the hard years of the Second World War. But even in the toughest of
times, Emmy never loses her sense of humour. It’s still going strong at the ripe old
age of eighty-six. Until her grown-up children stumble across a mysterious folder in
the cellar and begin to suspect that Emmy may never have been the naïve little girl
from the island that everyone has always taken her for. Could Emmy be sitting on a
fortune? The two eldest are all ready to crack open the champagne. But Emmy still
has a word or two to say on the subject…
Manuela Golz, born in 1965, has a degree in German, education studies and psychology. She lives in Berlin and has worked as a psychotherapist for over 20 years.
In 2006 she made her debut as an author with Ferien bei den Hottentotten. Her new
novel Sturmvögel is inspired by the life of her grandmother Emmy.
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FICTION

PETRA HARTLIEB
HERBST IN WIEN/ AUTUMN IN VIENNA
A Novel, ca. 180-200 pp.
Autumn 2021

The sequel to the successful novels 'When Spring
Comes To Vienna' and 'Summer in Vienna'
A novel revolving around the traditional bookshop
'Hartlieb's Books' over 100 years ago
A great love story of ordinary people against the
background of the 1920s

A VIENNESE BOOKSHOP IN THE GOLDEN 1920s
Vienna 1916. In the last years of the First World War, difficult times begin for the
Viennese bookseller Oskar Novak and his wife Marie. An injury spares Oskar a return
to the front, but Marie suspects that he has experienced things he will probably never
forget. Hunger and hardship characterize Vienna in those years, and the small
bookshop on Währinger Strasse does not make enough money.
But when the worst of the hardship has been alleviated, fate awaits with a new test in
1919: The Spanish flu is rampant in Vienna. Only the beginning of the new decade
finally brings light back into Marie's and Oskar's lives. In 1920, little Paul is born and
customers return to the bookstore. And with free-spirited friend Fanni Gold comes the
glitz and glamour of the 1920s: nightly visits to the theater and coffee houses bring a
change of pace. But what is it about these women's gatherings that Fanni wants to
take her to? Suffrage for women - should Marie join her self-confident friend in this
dangerous fight?
After a grand sweep through the dazzling 1920s, the novel cycle ends with Arthur
Schnitzler's death in October 1931.
Petra Hartlieb was born in Munich in 1967 and grew up in Upper Austria. She studied
psychology and history and then worked as a press officer and literary critic in Vienna and
Hamburg. In 2004 she took over a traditional Viennese bookshop in
the Währing district, now Hartlieb's Books. Her book 'Meine
wundervolle Buchhandlung' (My wonderful bookshop), published by
DuMont in 2014, tells the story. In 'Wenn es Frühling wird in Wien'
and 'Sommer in Wien' this very bookshop again plays a central role.
Rights to previous titles sold to: Kaktus Books (Dutch), Ediciones
Siruela (Spanish World)
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ANDREA HEUSER
WENN WIR HEIMKEHREN /
WHEN WE COME HOME
A Novel, ca. 576 pages
Autumn 2021
English sample available

Germany, post-war period: three people meet and
give each other hope
What is a fulfilled life? What is home?
How do traumas perpetuate themselves over
several generations?

Who are we - and who do we want to be?

Cologne 1952: The workman Wilhelm is standing in the room of a flat where he is
supposed to put up a wall. A job he can't make sense of. But the inhabitants, Margot
and her son Fred, are the ones he can't get out of his head.
Margot is a Luxembourger and comes from an upper-class background, but when, at
seventeen, she is expecting an illegitimate child, she is faced with the ruins of her
existence. She has to leave her home and is left to fend for herself in the middle of
the war. When she comes to Cologne years later, Margot has burdened herself with
guilt, and Wilhelm has also been traumatised by the war.
Wilhelm, Margot and Fred are lost people - searching for a home like no place can
offer. So they look for home with one another, not knowing whether this fragile structure called family will last.
In her autobiographically based, intergenerational novel, Andrea Heuser tells of guilt
and suppression, the desire for rootedness and a life in the mode of searching and
carrying on. 'Wenn wir heimkehren' is at once a social epic, a psychologically nuanced family story, and a moving love story. A great, poetic novel, as profound as it is
touching.

Andrea Heuser, born in Cologne in 1972, now lives with her family in Munich. She studied
German language and literature, politics and comparative religious studies in Cologne and
Bonn. In 2008, she published her poetry debut “vor dem verschwinden” (“before
disappearing”), for which she was awarded the Wolfgang Weyrauch Prize of the Literarischer
März Darmstadt, among others. In 2012 she was one of the finalists for the Merano Poetry
Prize. Her debut novel “Augustas Garten” (2014) has been published by DuMont. For her
work on “Wenn wir heimkehren” (“When We Come Home”) she received the Literary
Scholarship of the Free State of Bavaria in 2016.
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FICTION

ANDREAS IZQUIERDO
REVOLUTION DER TRÄUME /
REVOLUTION OF DREAMS
A Novel, ca. 500 pages
Autumn 2021
More than 250,000 copies of Andreas Izquierdo’s
previous titles sold

"Izquierdo's novel, as gripping as it is touching, is a homage to an unbreakable friendship that knows no ifs and
buts. At the same time, he takes his readers on an exciting
journey through time."Petra Pluwatsch,
Kölner Stadtanzeiger
"The next volume was awaited with anticipation and, to put it bluntly, it was worth the
wait." Tanja Lindauer, Bücher Magazin
"Once again, the author impresses with well-researched contemporary history, which
he cleverly pairs with fiction." Susanne Schramm, Kölnische Rundschau
The Glow of Freedom
Berlin, end of 1918: The three friends Carl, Isi and Artur have made their way to the
capital and are all experiencing the time of upheaval in their own way. The Kaiser
has fallen - dreams of freedom are in the air.
Carl observes the activities of the rebels with sympathy, but also with concern. He
basically wants only one thing: real peace. And to be a cameraman at the famous
UFA! Artur, meanwhile, has worked his way up to become king of the Berlin underworld in no time at all. But success attracts envy - and envy means danger.
Isi, on the other hand, seeks danger of a different kind in the political struggle and
makes friends with people from the left. But when she meets the nobleman Aldo von
Torstayn, her principles begin to waver. Too late, Isi realizes that Aldo is not who she
thought he was ...
In 'Revolution of Dreams', Andreas Izquierdo depicts Berlin before the Golden Twenties, marked by turmoil and unrest. Knowledgeable, engaging and entertaining, he
tells of three friends struggling not to lose themselves or each other in the turmoil of
the times - an exciting historical novel for the heart and head.
Andreas Izquierdo, is a writer and screenwriter. He published the Sir Walter Scott Awardwinning historical novel “King of Albania” (2007) and numerous other novels, including the
SPIEGEL bestseller “Der Club der Traumtänzer” (2014) and “Fräulein Hedy träumt vom
Fliegen” (2018). Most recently, “Schatten der Welt” (2020) was published. “Revolution of
Dreams” continues the story of the three friends Carl, Artur and Isi. Andreas Izquierdo lives in
Cologne.
Rights for “Schatten der Welt” sold to: Euromedia Group (Czech)
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FICTION

ANDREAS IZQUIERDO
SCHATTEN DER WELT /
SHADOWS OF THE WORLD
A Novel, ca. 560 pages
Autumn 2020 – English sample available
More than 250,000 copies of Andreas Izquierdo’s
previous titles sold
A story full of life, unforgettable characters and exciting
twists
"What I love: well-told stories that I can really sink into. That
gather profoundly sketched main characters, span a historically interesting arc and touch my soul at the same time.
This novel manages to do all that."
Christine Ritzenhoff, EMOTION
"Attention, emotional chaos: Sometimes you have to laugh out loud while reading, at other
points you are speechless with rage or deeply sad. It remains exciting until the very last
page: this book is crying out for a sequel." - Juliane Funke, FREUNDIN
"'Shadow of the World' is not only a well-researched historical novel - it is also the story of an
unusual friendship that survives even the storms of the First World War."
Petra Pluwatsch, Kölner Stadtanzeiger
"This ability to make the reader sympathise in this way is what distinguishes Izquierdo as an
author. Where other writers simply describe experiences, he distils empathy from them."
Susanne Schramm, General Anzeiger
The Light of Dark Days - A world in upheaval and three friends who hope that the seriousness of life is still to come
Thorn in West Prussia, 1910: The shy Carl, the daredevil Artur and the cheeky Isi don't care
about the seriousness of life. Not even the news that a comet called "Halley" threatens to
destroy mankind can shock the three youngsters. On the contrary - unmoved they sell pills
against the end of the world while Halley passes by silently.
But growing up cannot be stopped: Carl starts training as a photographer. Artur and Isi become a couple. When the war comes in 1914, it tears the friends apart. Artur is sent to the
front - Carl is part of a machine that stages the first fake news war of mankind. Meanwhile, Isi
incites a workers' revolt at home.
In 1918 the war is finally over. Nothing has remained as it once was, and yet a new beginning seems possible... .
Andreas Izquierdo tells the story of three young people who are searching for their way in the
turmoil of the early 20th century in a stirring way and with a lot of feeling for his characters 'Schatten der Welt' is an adventure novel, a coming of age story and an exciting historical
novel at the same time.
Andreas Izquierdo, born 1968, is a writer and screenwriter. He has published, among others, ‘König
von Albanien’ (2007), which was awarded the Sir Walter Scott Prize for best historical novel, and the
novels ‘Apocalypsia’ (2010), ‘Romeo & Romy’ (2017) and ‘Fräulein Hedy träumt vom Fliegen’ (2018).
His novels ‘Das Glücksbüro’ (2013) and ‘Der Club der Traumtänzer’ (2014) as well as the sequel to
`Schatten der Welt‘`: ‘Revolution der Träume’ (2021) were published by DuMont.
Rights sold to: Euromedia Group (Czech)
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FICTION

TESSA KORBER
ALTE FREUNDINNEN/
OLD FRIENDS
A Novel, ca. 320 pages
Spring 2021

Four women approaching the ageing process
with courage, humour and energy
A novel about female friendship, full of wit
and depth

In good times and in bad
Nora, Franziska, Annabel and Luise have known each other since university. The
greatest constant in all of their lives has been the fact that they have always kept in
touch, even when they were all on very different trajectories in their careers and their
personal lives. The four of them have always dreamt of living together someday. Now
they are nearly 70. Many of their dreams have gone unfulfilled. Three of them live
alone. The thought of ending up in an old people’s home is anathema to them. When
one of the women inherits her parents’ house, a former farmhouse with a pub attached, the question is suddenly back on the table: should they take the plunge and
move in together? Can their old friendship survive the new pressures of living in the
same house? With the realisation of their youthful dream comes the beginning of
something completely new. Because the last few decades of life should be lived to
the full.

Tessa Korber, born in 1966, did a degree in literary studies and went on to work in
publishing and the book trade. Since the publication of her bestseller Die Karawanenkönigin, she has worked as a freelance writer. She is well-known as an author
of historical novels and crime fiction. She lives with her husband in Nuremberg.
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FICTION

JUDITH KUCKART
CAFÉ DER UNSICHTBAREN /
CAFÉ OF THE INVISIBLES
A Novel, ca. 200 pages, Spring 2022

A novel about the power of telling and listening
"There are few who know how to approach questions of
meaning as unerringly as Judith Kuckart."
DIE ZEIT
"Judith Kuckart is a master at weaving truths beneath the
surface and telling of weak moments and of weak people with
great warmth."
DER SPIEGEL

The worst catastrophes take on a meaning when they are told
Seven very different people sit at the phones of the telephone counselling service. Rieke is
studying theology and prepares for pastoral care in her night shifts. Wanda is a collection
manager in a GDR museum and the only one who suspects early on that the majority of the
callers will be poor, elderly and East German. No one but her is so well prepared for the
yesterday that won't stop talking in the today. Not even Matthias, although he knows how present
the past can be: His father let himself roll in front of a train on a Saturday afternoon long ago. For
Matthias, life since then has been a puzzling task whose solution he hopes to find through the
beautiful Emilia. The retired radio editor Niedlich, unhappy Marianne and the 80-year-old narrator
von Schrey complete the group.
All seven learn that listening, more than giving advice, can soothe the hopelessness of a
sleepless night. They learn that their own life experience also becomes more worldly in the
process. The conversations with a paedophile fleeing from his addiction, with a woman
threatened with homelessness and many who can no longer sleep or feel tell of worlds they do
not know but share in listening.
The biographies of the listeners touch those of the invisible, who hardly anyone sees in a
success-oriented society, not even on the street. A filigree web emerges that fishes lives as
unspectacular as they are tragic out of the darkness of untold stories. Every situation has a story
that you have to know in order to understand the whys and wherefores. Every moment has its
biography, and every biography its riddles.
Judith Kuckart, born in 1959 in Schwelm, Westphalia, lives and works as a writer and director in
Berlin. In 2002, her novel ‘Lenas Liebe’ (Lena’s Love) was published by DuMont and made into a
film in 2012. DuMont also published her short story collection ‘Die Autorenwitwe’ (The Author’s
Widow), 2003, the reprint of her novel ‘Der Bibliothekar’ (The Librarian), 2004, and her novels
‘Kaiserstraße’ (2006), ‘Die Verdächtige’ (The Suspect), ‘Wünsche’ (Wishes), 2013, longlisted by
the German Book Prize, ‘Dass man durch Belgien muss auf dem Weg zum Glück’ (That you
need to cross Belgium to find happiness), 2015 and ‘Kein Sturm, nur Wetter‘ (No Storm, Only
Wather). 2019. Judith Kuckart has won many literary prizes, including the Annette-von-DrosteHülshoff-Preis (2012).
Rights to previous titles sold to: Seagull Books (English World)
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FICTION

KATJA KULIN
DER ANDERE MANN
Die große Liebe der Simone de Beauvoir/
THE SECOND MAN.
Simone de Beauvoir’s Great Love
A Biographical Novel, ca. 340 pages
Spring 2021

A great writer and an impossible love affair

A love affair dogged by transatlantic distance and
European discipline

"Katja Kulin has taken on this love affair with dedication, precise research of sources
and a refreshingly light hand and made a biographical novel out of it that is well worth
reading." Beate Baum, Dresdner Neueste Nachrichten
“Something happened when we parted, we began to understand what had happened, and it was love.” Simone de Beauvoir in a letter to Nelson Algren
Simone de Beauvoir was a great analyst of women’s roles in society and in romantic
relationships. But she also knew what it was to love passionately herself. Katja Kulin’s biographical novel Der andere Mann shines a light on perhaps the most paradoxical years in the life of the eminent French writer. De Beauvoir’s most famous
work The Second Sex was published in the late 1940s, during a period when, for the
first time, she found herself in a relationship of almost traditional roles, in which emotions were more important than intellect. This was her love affair with the American
writer Nelson Algren, the ‘second man’ in Simone de Beauvoir’s life, who, despite
everything, never became ‘the one’. For Algren too, the years with Simone were life
changing. He wrote the novel The Man With the Golden Arm, which earned him the
success and recognition he had dreamed of. But the pair found it impossible to live
together: they were both too rooted in their respective worlds. Because of Simone’s
pact with Sartre, Nelson was always destined to come second. In the end, he
couldn’t deal with the long-distance nature of their relationship. But they both remained the great love of each other’s lives. Simone de Beauvoir wore the ring Algren
had given her until her death.
In Der andere Mann, Katja Kulin tells a moving and inspiring love story whilst also
illustrating how modern the couple’s desires and conflicts were, and how relatable
they remain to this day.
Katja Kulin was born in Bochum in 1974, and since mid-2018 has lived in a small village in
the Voreifel region. She has a degree in German and education studies, and writes novels,
fictional biographies and non-fiction books. She also works as an editor. Her published works
include the biographies Gala Éluard. Muse der Surrealisten und die große Liebe Salvador
Dalís (2019), Marlene Dietrich. Von Kopf bis Fuß auf Leben eingestellt (2016) and Irmgard
Keun. Nach Mitternacht ein Leben (2015) as well as the novel Normal ist anders (2016).
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FICTION

SASCHA MACHT
SPYDERLING
A novel, ca. 450 pp., Spring 2022
Seven board game developers take a great journey: an
absurd and anarchistic tale about the comfort of play
amidst the chaos of the world
A profound reflection on the relationship between life
and art – highly comical, fantastical and articulate
“Anyone with any doubts as to the inventiveness of
modern German literature should read this book: it’ll
blow their concerns out of the water” Tilman Strasser,
TAGESSPIEGEL (about War in the Garden of the King of
Death)
“Sascha Macht is a gifted creator of absurd relationships and crazy worlds. His texts
are anything but meek literature. They’re like wild seas, a wedding party on a ghost
train, a sharp-sighted, sharp-tongued reckoning […]” Uwe Stiehler, MÄRKISCHE
ODERZEITUNG
“Play teaches us about the world”/ " It is in play that we understand the world."
Daytona Sepulveda is a board games developer and is reasonably successful in her field. In
developer circles, she is referred to – in awestruck tones – as ‘The One Who Disappeared’, a
nickname based on real events in her life: Daytona did actually disappear for a time and suffered terrible things, but she tries not to let her trauma get her down. Along with six of the
world’s most renowned board game developers, she receives an invitation from Spyderling,
the guru of game design who nobody has ever seen face to face. Once a year, Spyderling
sends out invites to his vineyard in Moldova, gathering the most creative minds together for a
‘consultation’, in order to ‘help them to understand’. But what exactly they will learn to understand remains unclear to Dayona and her colleagues. Soon after their arrival in this most
unusual of places, puzzling events occur.
Games have been and are played in all cultures and in all periods of history. What is it exactly that prompts people to gather around a board, interact according to specific rules and create new worlds with one another through play? Sascha Macht takes a unique look at this
question in his latest novel, creating a fascinating link between the art forms of literature and
play. Spyderling sends its heroes on a journey that sees them learn about themselves and
the world against a backdrop packed with imagination and wit. An immensely witty, cleverly
structured, sensationally enlightening book.
Sascha Macht, was born in 1986 in Frankfurt (Oder) and studied at the German Institute for
Literature in Leipzig. He has published works in various anthologies and magazines and was
a recipient of the Künstlerhaus Lukas Ahrenshoop scholarship, the LCB Authors’ Workshop
scholarship and the German Literature Fund. He was awarded the lit.Cologne Debut Prize
for his novel War in the Devil’s Backyard (DuMont 2016). He was also an invited to the completion for the 2016 Ingeborg-Bachmann Prize. Between 2018/2019, he was Writer in Residence for Beeskow. He lives in Leipzig.
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FICTION

JOSÉPHINE NICOLAS
TAGE MIT GATSBY/
DAYS WITH GATSBY
A Novel, ca. 380 pages - Spring 2021

A magnificent novel about Zelda and
F. Scott Fitzgerald – one of the most dazzling couples of the Golden Twenties
A woman fights to emerge from the shadow of her
famous husband

"Joséphine Nicolas succeeds magnificently in capturing
the mood of the times." Katharina Mahrenholtz, NDR

"Nicolas bravely tells 'Days with Gatsby' from [Zelda's] perspective, mixing some fiction with the carefully researched background of that bittersweet summer."
Tobias Sedlmaier, Neue Zürcher Zeitung
"The moving story of a toxic marriage in the roaring twenties. Dramatic!"
Sarah Schopf, FREUNDIN
A ménage-à-trois involving Zelda and F. Scott Fitzgerald – and the story behind
one of the greatest novels of all time
May 1924: Zelda and F. Scott Fitzgerald decide to move to Europe for a year. By
Scott’s side, Zelda – once the young rebel from Alabama – has become the glamorous life and soul of every party. The 24-year-old’s lust for life is irrepressible. But
while they are living in the south of France, with Scott working on The Great Gatsby
(the novel that will pay off their debts and bring him the international fame he craves),
Zelda starts to get bored. She’s not the centre of high society here; not even her own
husband is particularly interested in her. And for the first time in a long time, Zelda
starts to think about her own artistic self-fulfilment. Zelda, who loves Scott more than
anything in the world, gradually realises that he is exploiting her literary talent for his
own texts and hampering her own writing ambitions. Overwhelmed by her role as a
young mother and disappointed in her marriage, Zelda throws herself into the ‘summer of a thousand parties’ – and begins a liaison with the pilot Edouard Jozan. This
ménage-à-trois plunges the Fitzgeralds into a bitter marital crisis. At the same time,
however, Zelda’s volatility fuels Scott’s creativity, and he openly draws on their life
together as material for his century-defining novel about lost illusions and great love.
Joséphine Nicolas was born in northern Germany and holds several arts and culture degrees with a
focus on the 20th century. She travels to Provence regularly for work. The author has a penchant for
the Roaring Twenties. The Great Gatsby is one of her favourite novels and inspired her to research
the myth of the Fitzgeralds. Nicolas developed her fascination with Zelda through reading not only her
love letters to Scott but also her short stories, which reflect Zelda’s multifaceted personality and which
for a long time went unpublished. Tage mit Gatsby is Joséphine Nicolas’ first novel.
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FICTION

JUDITH POZNAN
PRIMA AUSSICHT /
EXCELLENT PROSPECT
Auto-Fiction, ca. 208 pp. - Autumn 2021

Out of the city, into the caravan - about people, mice and
magic
"So honest, funny, strong and vulnerable - I couldn't stop
reading." Jasmin Schreiber
"I roared with laughter and then I was deeply moved. With
great intensity Judith Poznan tells of a both bizarre and honest campsite parallel world, of class and origin, motherhood
and a beautiful love story." M.-C. Piwowarski, Ocelot
Bookstore
"Poznan describes the fragility and fleetingness of happiness, love and family aptly and
quietly, without much pathos and yet very touching. Her book manages without rapid
twists and turns and yet draws you in." - Sarah Borufka, Der Tagesspiegel
"Judith Poznan writes about her first summer in the idyll of the bourgeoisie honestly and
hilariously." - Isabelle Huber, Eltern
"Berlin-based Judith Poznan's (autobiographical) debut is an unsparing and encouraging
novel about love when it doesn't go smoothly." - Myself
How a Campsite Became a Lifesaver
When her boyfriend opens up to Judith about not wanting a second child, it's a shock.
Isn't it clear that their son needs a sibling to develop well? Don't they need to be four to
make a "real" family? Her boyfriend's decision plunges Judith into a life crisis.
But rescue is at hand: A friend tells her about a campsite in Brandenburg; a former opencast gravel pit that was used as a vacation home by construction workers in the GDR, but
is now an idyll with lots of greenery and a lake nearby. What could be better than this
kind of happy place to save their son from a traumatic childhood after all? They have to
go square! So Judith unceremoniously buys a caravan, and the camping site gets three
new residents ...
With a sense of comedy, full of feeling and also pain, Judith Poznan tells of a summer
between relationship problems and colour buckets. She reflects on the fragile and at the
same time demanding nature of family. Her worries and fears as a young mother are as
much a subject as her desire to be a writer and the question of what her origins in preand post-reunification East Berlin actually have to do with her often torn present.
Prima Aussicht is a smart and sincere book, as funny as it is heartfelt.
Judith Poznan was born in 1986 in Berlin-Lichtenberg. After training as a bookseller, she studied
literature and journalism at the Free University of Berlin. She writes regularly for Eltern-Magazin,
Berliner Zeitung and Spiegel Online. With her Instagram account (@judith_poznan), she reaches
thousands of followers every day. Judith Poznan lives with her family in Berlin.
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CRIME FICTION

CLARA BERNARDI
LETZTES GEBET AM COMER SEE. Ein
Fall für Giulia Cesare /
FINAL PRAYER ON LAKE COMO. A Case
for Giulia Cesare
A Crime Novel ca. 300 pages, Spring 2022

A terrible murder in a holiday paradise – and a
search for a killer among monks and puppeteers
The fourth case for the unlikely duo, Commissario Giulia Caesare and Brutus the postman
Tension, humour, and plenty of bella Italia

Foul play at the Lago di Como
A mild summer evening at Lake Como: the scent of cypresses and oleanders hangs
in the air; you’re enjoying a glass or two of vino with your risotto al formaggio. The
high point of the evening is a performance by a troupe of puppeteers who are visiting
the lake. Though the players are giving it their all, the play itself is more than a little
curious: it’s about two men – one of them a monk – who are fighting over a peach. At
the end, one of the men hacks the other’s head off.
The next day, nearby, in the Abbey of Piona, a monk is found dead, clearly murdered: the holy man has had his head cut off. The murder weapon, an axe, lies halfhidden in the garden of the cloisters, beneath a peach tree. Why did the innocent
monk have to die such a gruesome death? And what do the puppeteers have to do
with it all?
Giulia Cesare and her friend Brutus follow the trail of clues under the watchful eyes of
the local Comaschis, and their investigations lead them once again into Italy’s dark
past.
Clara Bernardi is the pen name of the author Julia Bruns
who has already published four crime novels about Thuringia with Emons. Julia Bruns studied politics, sociology
and psychology. After obtaining her PhD, she worked for
many years as a speech writer and in PR. The author
lives in county Sömmerda with her family.
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CRIME FICTION

CARSTEN SEBASTIAN HENN
RUM ODER EHRE /
RUM AND OTHER SECRETS
A Crime Novel, ca. 300 pp.
Autumn 2021
“Germany’s king of culinary mystery novels.” - WDR
A new culinary mystery novel by Carsten Sebastian
Henn - with the trendy spirit rum at the centre
Ingredients: lovable characters, great Caribbean setting, exciting crime story and lots of interesting facts
about rum
“A cheerful, funny thriller with lots of reggae and rum, with many chapters about its
origin as a slave drink from sugar cane waste, about distillations, rum dynasties and
rum types, rum countries and many recipes for rum cocktails."
General Anzeiger
Jamaica Calling
Martin Stortebäcker, 72 years old and affectionately called "the captain" by his
friends, lives peacefully in the German rum metropolis of Flensburg, where his weakness for the delicious sugar cane schnapps can be excellently cultivated. But then his
best friend Lasse passes away - and gives the captain one last mission from the
grave: He is to set off for the legendary rum island of Jamaica and finally go in search
of his brother who has gone missing there.
Arriving in the Caribbean, the captain quickly befriends an adventurous cab driver
who supports him in his search. But as soon as they visit the first rum distillery, they
realize that someone wants to prevent them from getting information about Martin's
brother's whereabouts. And this someone is willing to use any means. His first victim
is the distillery's master distiller - and it won't be his last. A dangerous cat-and-mouse
game begins ...
Carsten Sebastian Henn tells the story of cold-blooded murderers under the Caribbean sun in a winking and thrilling way: an exciting crime novel, peppered with all
kinds of interesting facts about rum.

Carsten Sebastian Henn is a culinarian through and through. He owns a vineyard
on the Moselle, keeps chickens and bees, studied viticulture, is a trained barista and
one of Germany's most renowned restaurant critics. His novels and non-fiction books
have a total print run of almost half a million copies.
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CRIME FICTION

MARTIN MAURER
DER KREIS/
THE CIRCLE. A NICK MARZEK CASE
A Crime Novel, ca. 350 pages, Spring 2022

“Gripping, highly atmospheric”
Thomas Przybilka, KRIMI-TIPP on The Warriors
A vivid and thrilling portrait of 80s Munich
Based on true events

Nick Marzek and Graziella Altieri – the crime world’s unlikely duo investigates
its 2nd case
Summer 1984. It’s been four months since Nick and Graziella put a stop to the antics
of the LUDWIG group. Now they’re back in Munich, hoping to finally learn the identities of the group’s backers, who are still at large. But Nick’s supervisor throws a
spanner in the works and makes it clear that the case is no longer under investigation. Still, neither of them has ever had much respect for the rules...
Then another case emerges: two women are found shot dead in Perlacher Forest.
The women are identified as Maria Ursa and her 18-year-old daughter Dinka. There’s
no sign of husband, and father, Stjepan. Could he have shot the two women? Is the
whole thing just a domestic tragedy? Marzek and Altieri get a closer look at the matter when they visit the exiled Croatian community to which the murdered women belonged. Stjepan Ursa was a member of the banned Brotherhood of Croatian Revolutionaries, a terror group of nationalists and fascists who consider themselves freedom fighters against Tito and the communist regime. Similar murders of exiled Croatians had occurred in Munich a year before – has the Ursa family been executed by
the Yugoslavian secret service?
The further Nick and Graziella delve into the two cases, the deeper they find themselves immersed in a network of lies and intrigue. And soon they no longer know who
to trust...
Martin Maurer was born in 1968 in Konstanz am Bodensee. He studied dramaturgy and screenwriting at the film university Potsdam-Babelsberg and works
as a screenwriter. In 2011, DuMont published his thriller ’Terror’. He divides his
term between Berlin and Italy.
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CRIME FICTION

CAY RADEMACHER
GEHEIMNISVOLLE GARRIGUE /
INTRIGUE IN THE GARRIGUE. A Provence
Crime Novel with Capitaine Roger Blanc
A Crime Novel, ca. 384 pp., Spring 2022

More than 720,000 copies sold of the Capitaine
Roger Blanc series
An old crime spree and new missing persons in the
wide, wild Garrigue
France under curfew in a state of emergency:
Capitaine Blanc investigates in his 9th case in
difficult circumstances.

The latest in the Spiegel bestselling series!
March in Provence: Coronavirus is raging, and the President has imposed a curfew. To top it
all off, a young woman disappears along an old, abandoned canal than runs through a
mountain. Capitaine Roger Blanc and his colleagues find a single clue: the victim’s left shoe,
found by the water, as if someone had deliberately placed it there. Precisely the same thing
occurred 23 years before, when four women disappeared from the same location – all that
was found of them was their left shoes. This series of crimes was never explained. Has the
culprit decided now’s the time to strike again? Or is there a copycat at large? When a second
woman disappears a few days later, leaving behind a single shoe, the pressure on Blanc
becomes almost unbearable. At the same time, he wonders how the two women could have
disappeared. The entire community is in a state of emergency, the streets are empty, the
towns are silent, and the gendarmerie has placed roadblocks everywhere. How could the
culprit strike under such conditions? Where could he have taken his victims? Bit by bit, Blanc
and his colleagues reach an alarming conclusion: what if it’s one of their own?
Find out more about the author and Provence at https://provencebriefe.blogspot.com/
Cay Rademacher, born in 1965, is a freelance journalist and
author. His mystery novels set in post-war Hamburg ‘Der
Trümmermörder‘ (The Murderer in the Ruins), ‘Der Schieber‘
(The Grafter), ‘Der Fälscher‘ (The Forger) are published by
Dumont. His Provence mystery novel series includes
‘Mörderischer Mistral‘ (Murderous Mistral), 2014, ‘Tödliche
Camargue‘ (Deadly Camargue), 2015, ‘Brennender Midi‘
(Burning Midi), 2016, ‘Gefährliche Côte Bleue‘ (Dangerous Côte
Bleue), 2017, ‘Dunkles Arles‘ (Dark Arles), 2018,
‘Verhängnisvolles Calès (Fateful Calès), 2019, ’Verlorenes
Vernègues’ 2020 and ’Schweigendes Les Baux’ 2021. Cay
Rademacher lives with his family in the vicinity of Salon-deProvence, France.

Rights to previous titles of the series sold to:
St. Martin’s Press (English World); Le Masque (French); Editura Lebada Neagra (Rumanian);
Ediciones Maeva (Spanish World);
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FICTION backlist

MARTIN KLUGER
1948 - 2021
"Martin Kluger was one of the most undiscovered writers
worth discovering.
[His novel "Absent Animals"] belongs in the canon of this
country as one of our most beautiful and saddest stories.
The first dozen pages must be breathed in, wandered
through, if you will: survived. They are pure language. After
that, the narrative opens up and becomes a hilarious, true
image of a world in which one can be afraid. Among all the
cawing and chattering of the animals, there is a particularly
idiosyncratic species to marvel at: the human being. Here
he is on display from zoo director to bird keeper, as an
example of an amazing species."
Jo Lendle in his obituary
in the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

“In the thousand-page chunk "Abwesende Tiere" (2002), Kluger reflected recent contemporary history in a fantastic bestiary and a ravishingly sad comédie humaine.
Martin Kluger was one of Germany's most important writers - and at the same time one of its
most hidden.
Both had to do with the core of his work in a way that in turn says a lot about post-war German literature. Martin Kluger wrote his novels with the startlingly madcap humour of a Saul
Bellow, he narrated with the tragicomic lightness of Woody Allen's early films. But above all,
there was always the melancholy of Joseph Roth, who made Eastern Jewry visible for the
last time at the moment of his disappearance.
With this Anglo-Saxon trained tone, Martin Kluger counteracted everything earthy and darkly
coloured in German-language memory culture. He was a master of the fable and the painfully precise punch line, his comedy was both healing and disruptive, nothing was sacred to
him, but in every creature creation looked at him.”
Roman Bucheli in his obituary in Neue Zürcher Zeitung
„Lightness was his most beautiful guise: Martin Kluger wrote intelligently, entertainingly and
very comically. And yet his work always revolved around the abyss of the Holocaust.
Kluger's mourning is the black, all-light-swallowing foundation of a world in which the Holocaust was possible. Because the grief could not be expressed directly, could not be endured,
it requires lightness, narration, conversation, comedy as its cloak. Thus it hits the reader from
behind and unprepared.
In "Absent Animals", Kluger's great novel from 2002, the Berlin zoo becomes a microcosm of
post-war society: behind the colourful teeming of intrigues, jealousy dramas and the animalistic-all-too-human are hidden guilt complexes, destroyed lives and infernal penitential rituals
that can no longer undo anything.“
Richard Kämmerlings in his obituary in Die Welt
Martin Kluger (1948-2021) worked as author, translator and script writer. With DuMont he
published the novels “Abwesende Tiere”, “Die Gehilfin” and “Der Vogel, der spazieren ging”
as well as the collection of stories “Der Koch, der nicht ganz richtig war”. 2008 he received
the Bremer Literatur-Preis and the Candide Prize.
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MARTIN KLUGER
ABWESENDE TIERE /
ABSENT ANIMALS
A Novel
1000 pages
New in Paperback
Autumn 2010

“In Absent Animals, Kluger's great novel from 2002, the
Berlin zoo becomes a microcosm of post-war society:
behind the colourful teeming of intrigues, jealousy
dramas and the animalistic-all-too-human are hidden
guilt complexes, destroyed lives and infernal penitential
rituals that can no longer undo anything.“
Richard Kämmerlings in his obituary in Die Welt

“Martin Kluger's novel "Abwesende Tiere" is the document of a life passion and a
neo-expressionist venture. It piles up in front of the reader like an enormous elephant
seal, looking mild and yet inscrutable. The eye is the light of the body, says the Bible,
and (...) Kluger has here (...) created his own creation story. (…)
Colourful, touching, sometimes silly, in an exuberance of adjectives that sometimes
takes on threatening dimensions, Martin Kluger creates his literary cosmos.”
Katrin Hillgruber - Tagesspiegel

“Martin Kluger's "Absent Animals" is an outstanding novel, a fantastic literary parallel
universe of our present human world, a dazzling panopticon of the human condition and a dizzying reading delirium at the same time.
(...)With dream-logical certainty, Martin Kluger designs a universe between
apocalypse and idyll, prison and paradise, populated not only by animals but above
all by a human bestiary.” Dorothea Dieckmann - Neue Zürcher Zeitung
“You simply have to love this almost tropically proliferating book, this fine web of
poetry, tenderness and rude outbursts, this cosmos of animal and human magic, into
which the social conditions of almost a century are interwoven like rank parasitic
plants, doused with by no means mild irony.” Wilhelm Pauli - DIE ZEIT

Martin Kluger (1948-2021) worked as author, translator and script writer. With DuMont he
published the novels “Abwesende Tiere”, “Die Gehilfin” and “Der Vogel, der spazieren ging”
as well as the collection of stories “Der Koch, der nicht ganz richtig war”. 2008 he received
the Bremer Literatur-Preis and the Candide Prize.
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MARTIN KLUGER
DER VOGEL, DER SPAZIEREN GING/
THE WALKING BIRD
A Novel, 318 pages
New in paperback Spring 2022
English sample available

“A rich exploration of what is to be Jewish today and also preSecond World War – a striking, remarkable read.”
New books in german
“Martin Kluger derives the heartbreaking humour of this dance
of death from the things dreams are made of: cinematic
material, assembled from luminous ideas, sentences and
references from Danny Kaye to William Shakespeare,
sovereignly combined with the means of classical
entertainment.” Dorothea Dieckmann – Neue Zürcher Zeitung
“A book full of brightness and the witticism of life. […] The beauty of this novel comes straight
from an overdose - of wit, hilarity, imagination and other ingredients.
[…] But he succeeds in designing a world that never seems construed or simply imagined; a
deep compact world in which the reader would preferably copy himself into.”
Christoph Bartmann –Süddeutsche Zeitung

“Martin Kluger's new novel is undoubtedly his most amusing yet - despite all the "poison
arrows". He tells the story of this strange bird named Samuel Leiser, who finally learns to fly
and really only wants to know one thing: "Who am I and where do I come from?"
Petra Pluwatsch - Kölner Stadtanzeiger

A crazy family history between grandfather, son and grand-daughter; global, full of
Jewish humour and old secrets.
Samuel Leiser is a lonely bird. His father Yehuda escaped the Nazis by pretending to be an
author; thus he was able to go to America as an artist and to become the celebrated crime
writer Jonathan Still. Now Samuel translates his books into German. Between the lines he
seeks and finds hidden messages. But what do they mean? During a summer in the early
70s, Samuel’s premature daughter Ashley comes from London to Paris to get to know him
closer. Soon it’s getting crowded in his small flat: Samuel’s Uruguayan ex-wife comes to visit
with her father and her new boyfriend. Passing travellers stay longer than expected, the
rooms are filled with people, in the end even Yehuda and his gangster-relatives are
approaching. Samuel can’t even escape this tumultuous family reunion between marriage
vows and jealousy dramas by falling in love with his Spanish teacher. It’s not only the people
in his life to assail him but also their stories and inherited nightmares – right up to the rousing
finale.
Martin Kluger tells a story about love that encompasses three generations: a melancholicironic Comédie humaine.
Martin Kluger (1948-2021) worked as author, translator and script writer. With DuMont he published
the novels “Abwesende Tiere”, “Die Gehilfin” and “Der Vogel, der spazieren ging” as well as the
collection of stories “Der Koch, der nicht ganz richtig war”. 2008 he received the Bremer Literatur-Preis
and the Candide Prize.
.
Rights to previous books sold to: The Netherlands (Querido), Korea (Daekyo Bertelsmann)
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MARTIN KLUGER
DIE GEHILFIN / THE ASSISTANT
A Novel, 318 pp.
English sample available

“What Henrietta sees through her microscope is the world. All of us
shove behind her because we want to see the world as well and do not
want to put the book aside. The fact that we want this so badly is due to
Martin Kluger's narrative style, which sucks us in, into the whirling and
kicking. (…) Kluger mingles the history of medicine with hospital
romance, striking characters, hard facts, comical, ironical, sentimental
... it is so nice to be dragged into this wild frenzy.”
Sandra Kerschbaumer - Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung
“Martin Kluger drives the not completely insensitive reader to the verge of tears. (...) a rarely
dense, exciting and thought-provoking book.” Wilhelm Pauli - DIE ZEIT
“So vivid, so enjoyable, moving and frightening, that this fictitious story of life and love is one
great reading fun!” - Brigitte
“Once again, Martin Kluger proves to be a fascinating narrator who develops an almost
eerily powerful space of invention from verified data. Beyond historicising clichés, a world of
riddles and rites, laws and secrets, dreams and abysses emerges in the bizarrely furrowed
relief of the Zille city - a turbulent landscape of souls and cities in which the twin experiment
of scientific and social upheaval reveals its ambivalence.”
Dorothea Dieckmann – Neue Zürcher Zeitung
Rights sold to: The Netherlands (Querido), Korea (Daekyo Bertelsmann)

MARTIN KLUGER
DER KOCH DER NICHT GANZ RICHTIG WAR/
THE COOK WHO WASN’T ALL THERE
Stories, approx. 150 pages, Autumn 2006
English sample available

“The way he throws the balls up, this juggler, the way he shines with
the jazzed-up educational trivia and chunks of history, geography
puzzle pieces, scraps of foreign languages and human sighs (…)
almost makes you want to get angry as a sympathetic reader. But then
he has us hooked, seduces us into his own world of old, almost buried
values, makes us mute in front of glowing pictures with golden frames,
as if smuggled into the duped video clip of the bleakly money-hungry times (…): Martin
Kluger.” Wilhelm Pauli – Die Zeit
“The one who is lured into Kluger’s crazy universe will be captivated by these unimaginable
stories, which follow you into your dreams.” Die Welt
“Kluger’s texts are rich, not only ‘world comprising’ (most of the time they dwell on lost
worlds), and language-accentuated, rhythmical, playful, you want to read them out or listen to
them being read out; they have a certain drive, they gather way, once galloping once
prancing, they shone forth and alliterate in a way that sometimes nearly inspires your
mannered, lyrical side. These narratives also glimmer and sparkle”
Ulrich Rüdenauer - Frankfurter Rundschau
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EWALD ARENZ
ALTE SORTEN / HEIRLOOM VARIETIES
A Novel, ca. 255 pages, Spring 2019
English sample available

#10 YEAR 2020 BESTSELLER LIST PAPERBACK
300,000 COPIES SOLD
SHORTLIST INDEPENDENT BOOKSELLER’S
FAVOURITE NOVEL 2019
“Ewald Arenz writes in a quiet, literary, but very intense
voice about the power of nature that can rebalance
people and help them recognize and appreciate the
value of the essence of life.
A very beautiful book, and an absolute must read.”
Barbara Strauß, Westdeutsche Allgemeine
"Sensitive, insightful and true to life. A fine little masterpiece."
Dirk Kruse, BAYERISCHER RUNDFUNK
LOOKING FOR A WORLD OF YOUR OWN
Sally and Liss: two women who couldn’t be more different from each other. Just
about to take her A-levels, Sally only wants to be left in peace. She is furious with
everything and everyone, and she hates it all: suggestions, offers, rules, regulations,
adults. What she hates most are questions, particularly about her appearance.
Liss works the farm among fields and vineyards all on her own. At their very first
meeting Sally realizes that Liss is different from other adults; no secret studying, no
rush judgements, no suspicious questioning.
Liss offers Sally a bed for the night. One night at the farm turns into several weeks.
For Sally the elder woman remains a mystery for a while. What kind of woman is she,
never talking about herself, living on her own in the house where you can still feel the
presence of others? The two women connect, not so much through conversation as
through observations and most of all through working together on the farm, in the
fields, the woods and the vineyard. And, slowly, they also get to know each others’
injuries.
Atmosphere, images and the description of the landscape with its people sharpen the
eye for the essential.

Ewald Arenz, born in Nürnberg in 1965, studied English and American literature and
history. He is a teacher at a secondary school in Nürnberg. His novels and plays
have received many awards. The author lives near Fürth with his family.
Rights sold to: Host (Czech), Nieuw Amsterdam (Dutch), Orenda Books (English
World); Albin Michel (French); Garzanti (Italian); Yan Pasaj (Turkish);
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JOHN VON DÜFFEL
VOM WASSER / FROM WATER
A Novel, 280 pages

“What particularly distinguishes this debut is its amalgamation of precision and
poetry. John von Düffel’s first novel is an outstanding achievement. In a prose that
does completely without dialogue and is all-encompassing in its narrative range,
Düffel creates figures that are difficult to forget.” Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung
Rights sold to: Finland (Otava), France (Albin Michel), Italy (Mondadori), Spain (Planeta,
Ediciones del Bronce), Taiwan (New Sprouts);

JOHN VON DÜFFEL
HOUWELANDT
A Novel, 316 pages

“We always think that only US-authors and Thomas Mann are capable of writing
great family sagas, but this is wrong: John von Düffel as well!”
Elke Heidenreich on Houwelandt
“John von Düffel isn’t just an exceptionally gifted word artist and a great observer,
but also a real storyteller.” Focus
Rights sold to: France (Albin Michel), Korea (Dulnyouk Publishing), eBesede (Slovene); Bizim (Turkey)

JOHN VON DÜFFEL
WASSERERZÄHLUNGEN / WATER STORIES
Stories, 256 pp.

“A master story teller” new books in german spring 2014
“‘We always return to water’ is the first sentence I ever wrote in prose.” John von
Düffel
Rights sold to Kalandraka (Spanish World);

JOHN VON DÜFFEL
DAS KLASSENBUCH / ATTENDANCE BOOK
A Novel, ca. 220 pp.

“Over a hundred years after Hesse’s Beneath the Wheel and Musil’s The
Confusions of Young Törless the genre of the teenage novel is enjoying a splendid
resurrection.” Oliver Pfohlmann, WDR 3
“John von Düffel [...] is simply a master storyteller, here too. It is wonderful how he
finds and invents a different language for each of his characters. The dialogues do
not pander to teenage jargon, are convincing it themselves, and allow the reader to
get to know these nine students, each in their own highly individual, highly reflected
way.” Ursula May, HR 2 Kultur
“Some of these monologues are as strong as the finest short stories, with double meanings and
observations that cut you to the quick.” Anne Haeming, SPIEGEL ONLINE
John von Düffel was born in
Göttingen in 1966; he is
dramaturg at the Deutsches
Theater Berlin and professor for
scenic writing at the Universität
der Künste in Berlin. DuMont
published his novels “Vom
Wasser” (1998), “Zeit des
Verschwindens” (2000), “Ego”
(2001), “Houwelandt” (2004), “Beste Jahre” (2007), “Goethe ruft an” (2011), “Klassenbuch” (2017), „Der
brennende See“ (2020) as well as the essay “Wovon ich schreibe” (2009), the novella “Hotel Angst” (2010) , “KL Gespräch über die Unsterblichkeit” (2015), and his collection of stories “Wassererzählungen” (2014) . Among
other awards, John von Düffel received the 2006 Nicolas Born Prize.
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DOROTHEE ELMIGER
EINLADUNG AN DIE WAGHALSIGEN/
INVITATION TO THE BOLD OF HEART
A Novel, 140 pp.

Winner of the Kelag-Prize at the
Ingeborg Bachmann Festival 2010
Aspekte Literature Prize 2010
Rauriser Literaturpreis 2011
“Dorothee Elmiger’s debut reveals a powerful, unconventional talent who courageously pursues her own path. Her impressive imagination and playful joy in
experimenting with language add up to a poetic potential that makes one look
forward to her future development.” Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung
“The book is not only daring, it is bold and poetic, clever in a literary fashion and puzzling without being pretentious... This book is not just a novel about two sisters and it is also not just the story of a selfextinguishing landscape: The language itself is the novel and the adventure of this narrative that deals
with the melancholy of emptiness and disappearance.” Neue Zürcher Zeitung
Rights sold to: Gladiator (Danish); Seagull Books (English World); Editions d’en bas (French); Kabusa (Swedish); Bokvennen (Norwegian); Serapis (Spanish); Delidolu (Turkish)

DOROTHEE ELMIGER
SCHLAFGÄNGER/ BED LODGERS
A Novel, ca. 140 pp., Spring 2014

Schweizer Literaturpreis 2015
Promotional prize to Hermann-Hesse-Prize 2014
Erich Fried Prize 2015
“Disturbing, bewildering and with a soundscape that has a poetic beat that
buzzes in the head, this highly unusual short work is a courageous contribution
to the immigration debate and a striking work of literary fiction. “
New Books in German Autumn 2014
“With her literary collage (…) Elmiger shows herself to be a talented magician
of word alchemy (…) A mundane, clairvoyant book!” Björn Hayer, taz
“Dorothee Elmiger’s novel Schlafgänger plays with the freedom of art... A decisively more appropriate
reaction to the conditions, the astonishing simultaneity of occurrences, the juxtaposition of boat people
and travellers on the lecture circuit, of art and literature, history and the present day, simply of everything that is the case is surely Dorothee Elmiger’s Schlafgänger.” - Tobias Lehmkuhl, Die Zeit
“Dorothee Elmiger has achieved something very rare, namely a convincing merger of politics and poetry. Schlafgänger is an elaborate discussion about questions concerning voluntary and forced immigration and emigration, about political and imagined boundaries... She succeeds in presenting a book
in which the spheres of politics and poetry sparklingly overlap. It is a brilliant contribution to the debate.” Linus Schöpfer, Tagesanzeiger
“Equally fluid as selective images […] Dorothee Elmiger links astuteness with political awareness
without ever being didactical.” Nico Bleutge, Neue Zürcher Zeitung
Dorothee Elmiger, born in 1985, lives and works in Zurich. Her debut novel ›Einladung an die Waghalsigen‹ was
published by DuMont in 2010, her novel ›Schlafgänger‹ followed in 2014. Her work has been translated into several languages and was adapted for the stage. Dorothee Elmiger was awarded numerous prizes, amongst others
with the Aspekte Literature Prize for the best literary debut, the Rauriser Literaturpreis, Hermann-HesseFörderpreis, the Erich Fried-Preis,the Schweizer Literaturpreis, the Conrad-Ferdinand-Meyer-Preis and the Max
Frisch-Förderpreis.
Rights sold to: Seagull Books (English World); Editions d’en bas (French), Kabusa (Swedish),
DeliDolu (Turkish);
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VERENA GÜNTNER
POWER
A Novel, ca. 250 pages, Spring 2020
English sample available

Shortlisted for the Award of the Leipzig Book Fair 2020
(Preis der Leipziger Buchmesse 2020)
SWR 3 Bestenliste April 2020
"In delicate and confident language, Verena Güntner layers
levels on levels, dismantles gender attributions, and keeps
away from clichés. And shows what a narrative pull the
search for a missing pet can develop."
Jury of the Leipzig Book Fair Prize
“Power is a deceptively simple symbolic tale – a universal story that will strike a chord
with readers everywhere.” New Books in German
„Power is a fascinating parable on the present: absurd, fairy-tale like and radical. A
great social novel about power and iniquity - and a declaration of war: Things cannot go
on as they are.“ - Jan Brandt
“Verena Günter tells in Power dazzling and cool about transformations and the power of determination.” Judith von Sternburg, Frankfurter Rundschau
“More brutal than civilisation: Verena Güntner's Power is no ordinary village novel.”
Marie Schmidt, Süddeutsche Zeitung
„It is an impressively monstrous and daring book.“
Verena Auffermann, Deutschlandfunk Kultur
A village community, a missing dog, and a quest that transforms
Self-confident Kerze is just still a child. She lives in a small village, surrounded by woods and
fields, with merely 200 inhabitants. The older generation, to which her neighbour Hitschke belongs, builds the majority. Kerze defends her village against decline, she is firmly rooted here.
One day Power, Hitschke’s dog, goes missing, and Kerze promises to find him. A rousing,
merciless search begins and ever more children are joining in. When finally all children disappear in the woods, the village community declares the state of emergency.
With remarkable eloquence, wit and tremendous empathy Verena Güntner tells the story of a
radicalization and what it means when a community loses contact with their children. Power
leads us into the pain of those who are left behind, and shows with enormous force what it
takes to persevere, to keep going and to find meaning in a world turned unstable. Power is
one of the most unusual books of the last years. A text that will grip and engage you.
Verena Güntner, born in 1978 in Ulm, after finishing drama school she spent several years on stage at different
theatres. Her debut novel Es bringen (2014) was adapted for the stage and has won the German Audiobook Price
(Deutscher Hörbuchpreis). Verena Güntner was awarded several prices, amongst others the Kelag-Price at the
Bachmann-Competition and the Berlin Senat scholarship. She lives in Berlin.
Rights sold to: ASA 2020 (Czech); Forlaget Silkefyret (Danish);
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PETRA HARTLIEB
WENN ES FRÜHLING WIRD IN WIEN/
WHEN SPRING COMES TO VIENNA
A Novel, ca. 180 pp., Spring 2018
“[…] a Viennese Melange of romance, contemporary and literary history, social
critique and bookseller enthusiasm.”
Ingeborg Waldinger, WIENER ZEITUNG
“An amusing reading experience, a delicious historic-literary walk through
Vienna.” Doris Kraus, DIE PRESSE
“Set against the backdrop of Arthur Schnitzler’s works and precisely researched historical events,
Petra Hartlieb resurrects the Vienna of the literary greats.” KÖLNER ILLUSTRIERTE
The Bookseller and the Nanny: Spring Fever in Arthur Schnitzler’s Vienna
Vienna 1912. Marie is happy. After her childhood in great poverty on a farm in Upper Austria, she finds
unexpected happiness as a nanny in the home of the famous playwright Arthur Schnitzler and his wife.
But her true happiness is called Oskar: already for a while the charming but poor bookseller is making
advances on her – and she is not averse.
On the background of well researched historical events Petra Hartlieb brings to life Arthur Schnitzler’s
Vienna from below the stairs to the glamorous salons of the intellectuals of the time and tells the story
of the nanny Marie and the bookseller Oskar.
Rights sold to: Ediciones Siruela (Spanish World)

PETRA HARTLIEB
SOMMER IN WIEN/ SUMMER IN VIENNA
A Novel, ca. 180 pp., Spring 2019
"A very personal story, but one that also weaves in the political turmoil of the time
before the First World War" Beate Rottgardt, RUHRNACHRICHTEN
"...a touching tale of two lovely characters.” WOMAN

A VIENNESE BOOKSHOP AND THE LAST SUMMERS OF THE BELLE EPOQUE
Summer 1912. Marie, nanny in Arthur Schnitzler’s home, will be seeing the sea for the first time in her
life. Shortly afterwards, great happiness and great suffering are intertwined in Marie’s life again. She
has been engaged to the bookseller Oskar and is overjoyed – but as a soon-to-be-married woman,
she has to leave the beloved Schnitzler-children.
In summer 1913 the couple gets married. Oskar is running the bookshop at Währinger Strasse now on
his own, and Marie tries to help wherever she can.
In spring 1914 Marie’s and Oskar’s happiness is perfect with the birth of their son Friedrich. But
suddenly their life is overshadowed by something much bigger. On 28 June 2014 the Austrian crown
prince Franz Ferdinand and his wife are assassinated in Sarajevo and only a few weeks later
everything which seemed to be granted is thrown into question.
Petra Hartlieb, born in Munich in 1967, grew up in Upper Austria. She studied psychology and history
and subsequently worked as a press officer and literary critic in Vienna and Hamburg. In 2004, she
took over a traditional bookshop in Vienna’s Währing district, now called Hartlieb’s Books. This is the
story she tells in her book ‘Meine wundervolle Buchhandlung’ (My Wonderful Bookshop), published in
2014 by DuMont. The same bookshop plays a central role in her book ‘Wenn es Frühling wird in Wien’
(2018) and ‘Sommer in Wien’ (2019).
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ANDREAS IZQUIERDO
DAS GLÜCKSBÜRO / THE HAPPINESS OFFICE
A novel, 224 pages
English sample available
More than 50.000 copies sold
“The Happiness Office is a novel with a magical touch, an
unconventional love story, and the tale of how a man’s ordered life is
transformed – for the better – once he is prepared to open up to a little
of life’s unpredictability.” new books in german (spring 2013)
“Izquierdo creates a work of art out of making bureaucracies something magical. The story is
witty and thrilling at the same time, told casually and without frills … a touching fairy tale
about a man who wraps himself in red tape and finds his princess in the end.” - Kölner
Stadtanzeiger
“Andreas Izquierdo writes with such a sense for the beautiful that even the filling out of bureaucratic forms becomes a magical procedure.” – Neue Westfälische
“Told in a straightforward and uncomplicated fashion, it is a cheerfully thrilling, tragic melancholic story that you can’t be put down once you’ve started.” - Mitteldeutsche Zeitung
“A novel about a bureaucrat that could not be any more eccentric, romantic and magical. He
changes one’s views of work, colleagues and happiness. Read this book! Before, after – or if
you have to, while at work!” - Express
Rights sold to: Owl Canyon Press (English US & CAN)

ANDREAS IZQUIERDO
DER CLUB DER TRAUMTÄNZER /
THE DREAMER’S CLUB
A Novel, ca. 350 pages

English sample available
More than 110.000 copies sold
A bastard discovers his heart
A touching novel about true values and the pursuit of happiness
200 hours of community service can change a life
Gabor Schöning is good-looking, successful and popular among
colleagues and women. And he is a bastard. He loves only himself and is not afraid to use
any method necessary to attain his goals. But one day everything changes: Gabor causes an
accident in which a bicyclist is hurt. She is the director of a special needs school and
demands as compensation that Gabor take care of a project group among her pupils. And of
course he does not know what to do at first with a group of children whose IQ is below 70.
But the children slowly draw him into their world in which nothing goes smoothly and the
problems are real. They finally discover something to share that will change their lives –
dancing.
Andreas Izquierdo, born in 1968, has published, among other works, the novel “König von Albanien” (2007),
which was awarded the Sir Walter Scott Prize for best historical novel of the year, and the novel “Apocalypsia”
(2010), which received the Lovelybooks Reader’s Prize in silver for the best book of 2010 and selected as book of
the year by Vorablesen.de. DuMont Buchverlag has previously published his novel Das Glücksbüro (2013).
Rights sold to: Korea (Economic & Business Daily Publications);
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JUDITH KUCKART
DASS MAN DURCH BELGIEN MUSS AUF DEM WEG
ZUM GLÜCK/ ON THE WAY TO HAPPINESS, YOU
HAVE TO PASS THROUGH BELGIUM
A Novel, ca. 300 pp. - English sample available
SWR-Bestenliste Oktober 2015
“With featherlight sentences that banish every touch of pathos,Judith Kuckart sets up one
episode after the other before us.” Matthias Hannemann, FAZ
“The characters, along with the reader, are tossed back and forth by life’s game of deception
between loneliness and love, happiness and unhappiness, and are thrown back onto the
absurdity of existence.” Martina Läubli, Neue Zürcher Zeitung
“The resolution to everything in this sensually intelligent, extremely sad yet not hopeless
book should not be revealed. However, thanks to this never smugly boastful prose, you have
to stay on your toes, because behind every unremarkable, ordinary corner may lurk a
monstrosity that could violently change everything.” Hartmut Wilmes, Kölnische Rundschau
Rights sold to: Ayrinti (Turkish)

JUDITH KUCKART - WÜNSCHE / WISHES
A novel, 350 pp., Spring 2013
English Sample Translation Available!
Longlist for the German Book Prize 2013
SWR Bestenliste May 2013
“The author lends the characters her sparse, highly-charged language, her merciless power of
observation and her sense for the consonance of the large and small.”
Jenny Erpenbeck in Buchreport
“Judith Kuckart’s novel is just as little a text from the rack as the clothes hanging in ‘Haus Wünsche’ are for
everyday wearing. Its pattern is sophisticated and the book is a pleasure to read.” – Hajo Steinert in Die Welt

JUDITH KUCKART - KAISERSTRASSE
A Novel, 320 pages, Spring 2006
“A suspenseful psychological thriller of our conditions written in a language whirring electrically
between emotionalism and irony. You’ve got to read it!” – Die Zeit
“At the moment nobody else tells as unsentimental and at the same time seductive as Judith
Kuckart of the drug of longing – and its disastrous side effects.” - Deutschlandradio
“At the moment nobody else tells as unsentimental and at the same time seductive as Judith Kuckart of the drug
of longing – and its disastrous side effects.” - Deutschlandradio
“There are authors who write sentences like hooks on which the reader hangs. With a sensible flow of words, not
necessarily splendid or peculiar, but beautiful and lucid and wise at the same time. (...) Judith Kuckart is such an
author. (...) A family history which begins at the time “when everybody was driven home by the tram”. It reaches
into the present time. And will stick in our minds.” - DER SPIEGEL
“Such books hold up the mirror to us, weaken stereotypes and remind us of how it has really been behind the
seven hills of the latest past.” - Neue Zürcher Zeitung

JUDITH KUCKART
KEIN STURM, NUR WETTER / NO STORM, ONLY WEATHER
A Novel, ca. 200 pages, Autumn 2019 – English sample available
“A doubled stroke of luck for the attentive reader” Hubert Winkels, Süddeutsche Zeitung
“‘Kein Sturm, nur Wetter’ is a multi-layered text, a self-referential system with numerous internal
links and cross-references. Many of her images are echoed in other parts of the novel, repeated
and modified several times. (…) Judith Kuckart’s novel tells us a story not so much about life than about a life
unlived. About unfulfilled desires, hopes that ran aground, people who seem to live inside a glass jar.” Franziska
Wolffheim, Der Spiegel
Rights sold to: Seagull Books (English World)
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JUDITH KUCKART
AUTORENWITWE / THE AUTHOR’S WIDOW
Stories, 140 pp.
“In The Authors Widow the author proves herself as master in the dissection of disturbing
emotions.” Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

“Kuckart has written one of the best books this spring.” - Der Spiegel

JUDITH KUCKART
DIE VERDÄCHTIGE /THE SUSPECT
A Novel, about 240 pages, Autumn 2008
“A literary horror trip ... an extremely artistic labyrinth comprised of fear and particularly beautiful
sentences... With the means of the crime novel, Judith Kuckart stages an extraordinary
illusionary theatre. She makes use of the genre with elegance and mastery.” Die Welt
“The author has achieved something very remarkable in ‘Die Verdächtige”: the story of complete
and utter insecurity and doubt in the best of human substances, one’s feelings and thoughts. A bold book,
elegantly beautiful and also antagonistic.” Spiegel.de
“Judith Kuckart insists on keeping literature’s great themes of pathos alive... She can write sentences that pierce
right through you… But it is the novel’s delicate view that takes in the reader.” Süddeutsche Zeitung
Rights sold to: People’s Literature Publishing House (simplified Chinese Characters)

JUDITH KUCKART - LENAS LIEBE / LENA’S LOVE
A Novel, 320 pages
„"The one who tells has a question. The one who stops telling has only passed on the question.
Lena's Love is one of those rare books that continue to murmur, shine and live in the reader,
even when they seem to be finished, read out. Writing is a wonderful misfortune', Lena knows
from her author. We dare to add: So is reading." - Die Zeit

“In a concise language and with a sparse use of tools she manages to capture the atmosphere of a specific time
and place in such a way that the reader can hardly escape the attraction of her story telling.“
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung
Rights sold to: Czarne (Polish), Russian (BSG Press), Neden (Turkish)

JUDITH KUCKART - DER BIBLIOTHEKAR/THE LIBRARIAN
A Novel, 250 pages
"Judith Kuckart will relief all those who are still moaning about the inability of German poets, to
succeed in writing erotic literature". Die Welt
“In short sharp sentences Judith Kuckart sketches the outlines of a story that lacks all perilous
depths, and we sense the great risk of clichés, trash or kitsch. The story aims to remain shrill and
oblique, and yet ecstatic; it mustn’t slip or slide off into the banal. With an extreme presence of
mind and stylistic efforts, the narrator hold this delicate balance line for line. …world language cinema…..” Die
Zeit
Rights sold to: Epsilon (Turkish)

Judith Kuckart, born 1959 in Schwelm (Westphalia), has lived since her studies of literature and the dramatic
arts as well as dance training as an author and director in Zurich and Berlin. Aside from plays, she has published
several novels. Among other prizes, Judith Kuckart has received the Rauriser Literaturpreis, the Villa Massimo
stipend, the Deutsche Kritikerpreis and in 2012 Annette-von-Droste-Hülshoff-Prize.
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MARIANA LEKY
WAS MAN VON HIER AUS SEHEN KANN /
WHAT YOU CAN SEE FROM HERE
A Novel, ca. 320 pp., Autumn 2017 – complete English translation
available

700,000 copies sold
SPIEGEL Bestseller
Independent Booksellers’ Favourite Novel 2017
“Only seldom I have read such a funny and at the same time
profound book. Such books are rare. They make you think about
the peculiarities and small wonders of life – like the sight of an
Okapi.” Thomas Böhm, RADIOEINS
“In her optimism and her playfulness, Leky aligns herself with other folklore enthusiasts like
Helen Oyeyemi and Ali Smith, rather than the grittier likes of Elena Ferrante and Carmen
Maria Machado. (…) There is a satisfying spark to her short, declarative sentences; they
induce reflection, and maybe even learning, like the folk tales and Buddhist koans that inform
her work. (…) Sometimes that’s just what we want from fiction—a reminder that suffering is
also part of life’s comedy.” Katherine Hill, The New York Times Book Review
“In What You Can See from Here, Mariana Leky has succeeded in writing probably one of
the most uplifting books of the year. On every page, there are at least three sentences that
you have to underline, copy out or read to someone else.”Judith Liere, Stern
“Why should you read a book like this? The answer is simple: because Mariana Leky wrote
it, and because her writing will make you drop to your knees. (...) It covers many subjects –
friendship and love, courage and despair, habit and change, life and death. But you should
read it, above all, to be amazed by Mariana Leky’s terrific art of language, over and over
again” Katharina Mahrenholtz, NDR
Love in a State of Absence
Selma, an elderly resident of the Westerwald, can foresee death - someone in the village
always dies the day after the okapi appears in her dreams. However, the dreams never
reveal who is going to die. As you can imagine, the span of time between dream and death
exists as a state of emergency for everybody in the village - and in her novel, Mariana Leky
describes the fear of the local residents, what they blindly risk, admit, destroy, or bring into
order. Yet that is not everything, by far.
What You Can See From Here is the portrait of a village and its residents. But above all it is
a novel about love in the state of absence, as the various “objects of desire” have a strong
tendency to withdraw (or at least, to not respond in a manner acceptable to the other
individuals involved).
Mariana Leky was born in Cologne in 1973 and currently makes her home in Berlin. DuMont
published a set of short stories Liebesperlen /Pearls of Love (2001), as well as the novels Erste Hilfe/
First Aid (2004), Die Herrenausstatterin/The Gentlemen’s Tailor (2010), Bis der Arzt kommt/Until the
Doctor Comes. Stories from the Office Hours (2013) and Was man von hier aus sehen kann / What
We Can See From Here (2017).
Rights sold to: Azoth Books (Complex Chinese Characters); Hunan Literature & Art Publishing House (Simplified
Chinese Characters); Prostor (Czech); OLGA (Danish); Nieuw Amsterdam (Dutch); Farrar, Straus and Giroux
(English World); Varrak (Estonian); JC Lattès (French); Gutenberg (Greek); Kinneret, Zmora, Dvir (Hebrew);
Tericum (Hungarian); Keller Editore (Italian); Tousen (Japanese); Taurus Books (Korean); Janis Roze (Latvian);
Otwarte (Polish); Tusquets (Portuguese Brazil); Text (Russian); Čarobna knjiga (Serbian); Vida (Slovene); Seix
Barral (Spanish World); Thorén & Lindskog (Swedish);
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MARIANA LEKY
DIE HERRENAUSSTATTERIN/ THE MEN`S OUTFITTER
A Novel, 200 pp., 2010

“Mariana Leky’s Die Herrenausstatterin is the most enchanting and funniest love
story for a long time. And it is infinitely sad.” taz
“... a book of fairy tales for everyone who in fact really hates fairy tales; a wonderful,
effortlessly written and poetically dodgy, surreal novel about loneliness: clever and
touching, it makes you laugh and sigh.” Kulturspiegel
“Leky’s uplifting and highly entertaining novel strikes a comfortable balance between the real and the
fantastic, the tragic and the surreal, to tell an emotionally rich and readable story of one woman’s attempts to rebuild her life. (…) With consummate skill and ingenuity, Leky successfully binds these real
and unreal elements together, drawing the reader through a story full of warmth, humour and invention
to a ‘happy ending’ that is poignant, too.” new books in german spring 2010
Rights sold to: Owl Canyon Press (English US & CAN); Nieuw Amsterdam (Dutch); Keller Editore (Italian);

MARIANA LEKY
ERSTE HILFE /FIRST AID
A Novel, 160 pages, 2004
“A novel full of curiosities” Rolf-Bernhard Essig, Wiener Zeitung
“She only needs a few words to precisely find the sore point.“ Silja Ukena, Kultur
Spiegel
“Wonderful laconic language.” Petra Hartlieb, Financial Times

Three who took off to forget all about fear. Life plunges - turbulent, unpredictable and confusing. The
narrator jobs in a zoo-shop and picks the feathers off her sweater every evening, her flat-mate Sylvester is a heart throb, who is kept busy by having himself denied to his numerous admirers. One
evening Mathilda knocks at their door, to find - together with the world’s biggest dog - refuge from the
world.
Mariana Leky manages to let the modern fight against the windmills of panic sound like a film comedy:
a tragic-comical novel on phobias and other distress, and above all on friendship.
Rights sold to: Keller Editore (Italian);

MARIANA LEKY
LIEBESPERLEN / LOVE PEARLS
Stories, 108 pages
“This prose captures you like the stories of a close friend, whom you like to listen to
full of sympathy. “ – Der Spiegel
“Mariana Leky’ stories are witty, brilliant and pointed. They tell about love and death
but find their illustrative material in everyday’s small details. It entertains, it comforts
and helps to endure the world better.” – Brigitte
Penetrating, turbulent, charming: Mariana Leky’s young narrator takes a sharp look at life
Mariana Leky was born in Cologne in 1973 and currently makes her home in Berlin. After training as a
bookseller, she studied cultural journalism at the University of Hildesheim. DuMont Buchverlag published a set of
short stories Liebesperlen /Pearls of Love (2001), as well as the novels Erste Hilfe/ First Aid (2004), Die Herrenausstatterin/The Gentlemen’s Tailor (2010), Bis der Arzt kommt/Until the Doctor Comes. Stories from the Office Hours (2013) and Was man von hier aus sehen kann / What We Can See From Here (2017).
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CLARA BERNARDI
REQUIEM AM COMER SEE / REQUIEM ON LAKE COMO. A CASE FOR GIULIA
CESARE
A Crime Novel, ca. 300 pages
Spring 2019

“The beautiful backdrop of Lake Como, and the cast of likeable (and not so
likeable) characters make this crime novel a truly enjoyable and exciting read.”
Karin Skrzypczak, DELMENHORSTER KREISBLATT
“The crime scene: Lake Como in scenic Lombardy. And on the case is an attractive police
inspector named Giulia Cesare, who has rather unconventional methods when it comes to
solving crimes.” BUCHMARKT
A Murdered Diva Instead of Dolce Vita. The first case for Giulia Cesare
Lake Como. A dream location in Northern Italy. It makes you think of summer holidays, grand
mansions, picturesque villages, Verdi and dolce vita. But in the small village of Abbadia Lariana the
Mediterranean idyll is roughly disturbed. An eccentric German opera singer, is found murdered in the
priest’s garden. But the aging diva had only come to the land of wine and song in search of love and
romance. Inspector Giulia Cesare, 50, attractive, down to earth and known for her willingness to help,
is in charge of this case. Together with her friend Brutus, a lovable, shy postman, she investigates this
tricky murder case. The two of them quickly get involved with a whole range of suspects… .
LETZTE KLAPPE AM COMER SEE/
FINAL TAKE ON LAKE COMO. A CASE FOR GIULIA CESARE
A Crime Novel, ca. 288 pages
Spring 2020

Foul play at lake Como - The second case for Giulia Cesare, who loves her work
at least as much as fine food
In Bellagio at Lake Como the water is especially blue –the film director Aurora de
Luca couldn’t have dreamed of a better setting. With a movie about Franz Liszt and his mistress she
wants to reconquer the red carpets of this world. But when her leading actor Umberto Farin is found
dead shortly after shooting began, she has to face quite different problems. Luckily enough, inspector
Giulia Cesare is on the spot….
CLARA BERNARDI
SCHWARZE BRILLANTEN AM COMER SEE. Ein Fall für Giulia Cesare / BLACK
DIAMONDS AT LAKE COMO
A Case for Giulia Cesare
A Crime Novel ca. 300 pages
Spring 2021

All that glitters is not gold at Lake Como – the third case for Giulia Cesare

Leopoldo Campetti, the waiter at the popular local restaurant, is found dead. The coroner records
death by drowning – and finds two diamonds in the victim’s stomach. The stones are from a missing
necklace belonging to Benito Mussolini’s long-time mistress. She was captured by partisans at Lake
Como in April 1945, together with the Duce, and ultimately assassinated. Their investigation leads
Giulia Cesare and her friend Brutus not only to the answer to the mystery, but on a journey into Italy’s
dark past…
Clara Bernardi is the pen name of the author Julia Bruns.She studied politics, sociology and
psychology. After obtaining her PhD, she worked for many years as a speech writer and in PR.
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OLIVER BOTTINI
DER KALTE TRAUM/
THE COLD DREAM
A Crime-Novel, Ca. 400 pp., Spring 2012 - English sample available!
German Crime Novel Prize 2013 (Deutscher Krimipreis 2013)
“A terrific political thriller biting with anger and chilliness.” - Die Zeit
“Only rarely has one so excellently succeeded in visualising complex political history
in such a thrilling plot.” Tobias Gohlis, Die Zeit
“With a magnetic plot and chilling contemporary ring, Bottini’s riveting new crime thriller is reminescent
of Frederick Forsyth’s The Day of the Jackal. (…) The work of a master craftsman.” new books in
german spring 2012
“Bottini again manages to convey to us the history of the bloody ‘ethnic cleansings’ in the Balkan that
cost the lives of thousands of victims based on a cleverly constructed plot. And in the process we have
to rethink our narrow-minded view of Yugoslavia’s war of breakup. Truth is always the first victim of
war. And this truism is also illustrated by this successful, solidly researched crime novel.” Knud Cordsen, Deutschlandradio Kultur
OLIVER BOTTINI
EIN PAAR TAGE LICHT/ A FEW DAYS OF LIGHT
A Crime-Novel, Ca. 350 pp., Spring 2014

Deutscher Krimipreis 2015
Stuttgarter Krimipreis 2015
#1 Krimi ZEIT Bestenliste May & June 2014
“Crafty political thriller, enlightened by a sense of possibility.” Die Zeit
“One of our best crime writers […] You leave the novel enlightened by the revelation that there is genre literature that deploys complex characters and structures.” Elmar Krekeler, Die Literarische Welt
“Bottini’s crime novel can certainly match Don Winslow’s better novels. Thrilling, well written and like
his US colleague’s, extremely realistic.” Wolf-Dieter Vogel, taz
“Oliver Bottini is not only a shrewd crime writer but above all a highly political author.” Sylvia Staude,
Frankfurter Rundschau
Rights sold to: Editions Piranha (French)

OLIVER BOTTINI
DER TOD IN DEN STILLEN WINKELN DES LEBENS/
DEATH IN THE QUIET CORNERS OF LIFE
A Crime-Novel, Ca. 414 pp., Autumn 2017

German Fction Award 2018 (Deutscher Krimipreis #1)
#1 Krimibestenliste January & February 2018
“This is nothing less than excellent.” Ulrich Noller, WDR
“Oliver Bottini‘s novel is literally digging deeper than the usual crime novels. A novel that is not just
telling of murder and manslaughter, but of the emptiness thereafter, of the sense of guilt and
loneliness, of entanglement with the past, the personal but also the historical and systemic. Bottini is
telling his story in a language as plain, unshakeable and sober as the landscape his figures cannot
escape from.” - Christine Dössel, Süddeutsche Zeitung
Oliver Bottini, born 1965, received the German Crime Writing Prize (Deutscher Krimipreis) for his books “Mord
im Zeichen des Zen”, “Im Sommer der Mörder”, “Der kalte Traum” and “Ein paar Tage Licht” and „Der Tod in den
stillen Winkeln des Lebens“.
Rights sold to: Książkowe Klimaty (Polish); Editura Lebăda Neagră (Romanian)
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OLIVER BOTTINI
MORD IM ZEICHEN DES ZEN. Ein Fall für Louise Bonì/
MURDER IN THE SYMBOL OF ZEN. The 1st Case for Louise Bonì
A crime Novel, 384 pp., new edition, Autumn 2015

German Crime Fiction Prize 2005
International Dagger 2018 shortlist
»It has been a long time since anyone started out so strongly, so
visually.« Die Zeit
»Exceptional crime novel« taz
Louise Bonì, Chief Inspector with the crime squad, 42 years old, divorced, is faced with a dreary winter weekend
and the shadows of the past. The memories of the dead and old flames are disrupted by a call from the
department chief, and Louise gets the strangest assignment of her career: She is to find a Japanese monk, who is
wandering through the snowy winter wasteland to the east of Freiburg in sandals and cowl, and find out what he
is up to. Reluctantly she sets off. When she catches up with the monk, two things become very apparent: He is
injured and he is on the run. Louise manages to dig up the background information with some difficultly and
comes across a terrible crime, in whose wake her own life will undergo significant changes.
Rights sold to: Fraktura (Croatian); People’s Press (Danish); Standaard Uitgeverij (Dutch); MacLehose Press (English World);
Éditions de l’Aube (French); Alexandra - Pecsi Direkt (Hungarian); Beit Casa (Italian); Dolnoślaskie (Polish); Tritonic (Rumanian)

OLIVER BOTTINI
IM SOMMER DER MÖRDER. Ein Fall für Louise Bonì/
THE SUMMER OF MURDERS. The 2nd case for Louise Bonì
A Crime Novel, 464 pp., new edition January 2016

German Crime Fiction Prize 2007
»Stringent, brillant.« taz
The idyll of Kirchzarten was deceptive. Strangers had made an illegal stockpile of
weapons underneath the shed. Louise Boni, the Chief Inspector from Freiburg, is
faced with the most challenging case of her career. Initial tracks lead back to the
former Yugoslavia in the 1990s. Yet when a cold-blooded murder takes place, Louise
begins to understand that the case has far greater dimensions. Oliver Bottini, fourfold
German crime prizewinner, has written a highly topical and controversial novel on the subject of arms trading and
international terrorism.
Rights sold to: People’s Press (Danish); Standaard Uitgeverij (Dutch); MacLehose Press (English World); Éditions de l’Aube
(French); Alexandra - Pecsi Direkt (Hungarian);

OLIVER BOTTINI
IM AUFTRAG DER VÄTER Ein Fall für Louise Bonì/
ON BEHALF OF THE FATHERS. The 3rd Case for Louise Bonì
A Crime novel, ca. 300 pp., new edition, July 2016

On a rainy, foggy October weekend, a man suddenly appears in the garden of Niemann
family in Freiburg. He is armed and attempts to break into the house. He only disappears after the Niemanns call the police. However, the man returns later that night - and
makes a strange ultimatum.
The Freiburg Police Chief Inspector Louise Bonì and her co-workers pursue their investigation under significant pressure. A rumor is circulating that the perpetrator comes
from the Balkans. Bonì’s investigation leads her into a dangerous No Man’s Land and to a criminal who seems
capable of anything.
Rights sold to: Fraktura (Croatian); People’s Press (Danish); MacLehose Press (English World); Éditions de l’Aube (French);
Alexandra - Pecsi Direkt (Hungarian);
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OLIVER BOTTINI
JÄGER IN DER NACHT. Ein Fall für Louise Bonì/
HUNTERS IN THE NIGHT. The 4th Case for Louise Bonì
A Crime Novel, 336 pp., new in paperback, January 2016
»At some point, all you want to do is: put the kids to bed, switch off the phone and carry
on reading.« Stern
»Oliver Bottini, one of the few German authors who play in the premier league of crime,
really knows how to tell a good story. « Frankfurter Rundschau
Summer 2005. Within a few days, a female student from Freiburg disappears; a family
father is brutally murdered and a young boy drowns in the Rhein under mysterious circumstances. Louise Boni, Chief Inspector with the crime squad in Freiburg quickly realises that the three cases are connected – and that even more people are in grave danger. Boni’s fourth case
confronts her with sinister secrets of well-situated families from Freiburg and once again reminds her of the fact
that it sometimes takes very little to free the beast in man.
Rights sold to: People’s Press (Danish); MacLehose Press (English World)

OLIVER BOTTINI
DAS VERBORGENE NETZ/
THE HIDDEN NET. The 5th Case for Louise Bonì
A Crime Novel, ca. 320pp.
»The Scandinavian-mad crime readers in Germany don’t need to roam so far afield. As
far as Freiburg is quite far enough.« Frankfurter Rundschau
»Our absolute favourite inspector« - Elmar Krekeler, DIE WELT
Berlin: A man is beaten up, the perpetrator escapes unrecognised. The perpetrator
seems to be a professional, the victim a secret service informer, the only witness knows
more than she lets on, and the constitution protection services are operating behind the
scenes, but refusing to cooperate. Louise Bonì senses that the net is tightening. But
until she discovers the truth, it is already too late for one of the persons involved …
Rights sold to: MacLehose Press (English World);

OLIVER BOTTINI
IM WEISSEN KREIS. Ein Fall für Louise Bonì/ IN THE WHITE CIRCLE.
The 6th Case for Louise Bonì
Crime Fiction, ca. 300 pp., Autumn 2015
#3 KrimiZEIT Bestenliste December 2015
“Louise Bonì is back. A female chief inspector as we have never seen before. Haunted
by avenging angels, herself one of them, unbearable with alcohol, even more when
sober, a listening monster, staggering from one failed love to the next, ingenious
instinct, unfit teamplayer, rebellious. Our absolute favourite chief inspector. A very hard,
a very easy book.” Elmar Krekeler, Die Welt
“Without a doubt, In the White Circle belongs among the finest novels you can read from
today’s German-language crime authors. [...] Oliver Bottini pulls the strings of this story
down to a slender three hundred pages with great economy: a rhythmic fluctuation between realistic dialogue,
pithy stage directions, dream sequences that are never labored, never forced, always finely balanced and thus
producing velocity without careening toward cliffhangers.” Hannes Hintermeier, FAZ
An illegal puchase of a weapon is alarming Liose Bonì and her team at the Criminal Police Department of
Freiburg. Is there an attack under way? Investigations lead to the neo-Nazi scene. But the net of hate and
violence seems to extend much further into society.
Rights sold to: MacLehose Press (English World);
Oliver Bottini was born in 1965. His novels ‘Mord im Zeichen des Zen’, ‘Im Sommer der Mörder’, ‘Der kalte Traum’ (DuMont
2012) and ‘Ein paar Tage Licht’ (DuMont 2014) were awarded the Deutsche Krimi Preis (German Crime Fiction Prize). He was
additionally awarded the Stuttgarter Krimipreis for ‘Ein paar Tage Licht’. In 2007, Oliver Bottin was norminated for the FriedrichGlauser-Preis. His novel ‘Im Auftrag der Väter’ was shortlisted for the Münchner Tukan-Preis. Oliver Bottini lives in Berlin.
www.bottini.de
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MARTIN MAURER
DIE KRIEGER/ THE WARRIORS. A NICK MARZEK CASE
A Crime Novel, ca. 300 pages
Autumn 2020 - English sample available
High-octane thriller with an exceptionally
rich atmosphere, based on a true case
"With The Warriors, Maurer has succeeded in writing a thrillingly narrated crime
novel that is captivating even when you know how the actual events ended."
Philip Aubreville, Berliner Zeitung
"Maurer [has] succeeded in inventing a thrilling investigative story around the horrific deeds of the real
'Warriors of Christ the King', revealing political dimensions that have lost none of their explosiveness
and significance in the year 2020." Petra Berkenbusch-Aust, Ruhr Nachrichten
Munich in the Eighties – the kick-off for a new series of thrilling crime novels
The year 1984 has just begun, protests against the stationing of Pershing II missiles continue, the
radio plays Joy Division. Nick Marzek, 43, born in Berlin, has recently joined the Munich police as
Chief Inspector. After the death of his wife he tries to build a new life for himself - with modest success. What remains are his work and the feeling that he does not belong. And then there is a devastating arson attack on the ’Liverpool disco’ near central station. At first everything points to turf wars in
the Munich red-light district.
But then the case takes an unexpected turn: the Italian police sends Nick a letter of confession, and
he has no choice but to follow the lead to Italy in order to solve the case. He is helped by Graziella
Altieri, who actually works as a cleaner in the homicide department, but now has to step in as translator. And suddenly the case takes on political dimensions that are frighteningly topical.

MARTIN MAURER
TERROR
A Thriller, 384 pages, Autumn 2011
"One of the best and most breathtaking German thrillers in years."
Jüdische Zeitung
"A European crime novel that can teach even unsuspecting residents of the
Federal Republic of Germany to be afraid, (...) precisely researched and documented (...) breathtakingly exciting." Literaturen

And if the terror comes from the state? Whom can you trust?
The cameraman Marc Burth travels with his family to a small mountain village in Italy. Calm and tranquillity promise a peaceful stay. But Marc soon becomes worried because of some strange occurrences. The Moroccan he finds next door one night nearly beaten to death and who claims it was the police who beat him. Marc does some research and slowly comes to realise that he is on the heels of
something monstrous: A state-run terror-network in which also high politicians seem to be involved.
From the RAF to secret NATO armies during the Cold War: The state seems to have allied with terrorists, and possibly still does – there up on the mountain where Marc and his family suddenly aren’t safe
any more… .
Maurer’s highly explosive thriller deprives us of our belief to live in safety – protected by the po-

lice, by the institutions of the state. But what happens if this state violates its own values?
Martin Maurer was born in 1968 in Konstanz am Bodensee. He studied dramaturgy and screenwriting
at the film university Potsdam-Babelsberg and works as a screenwriter. In 2011, DuMont published his
thriller ’Terror’. He divides his term between Berlin and Italy.
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More than 720.000 copies sold of Cay Rademacher’s Roger Blanc Series
CAY RADEMACHER
MÖRDERISCHER MISTRAL / MURDEROUS MISTRAL.
A Provence crime novel with Capitaine Roger Blanc
A Crime Novel, ca. 272 pp., Spring 2014 English sample available

“Cay Rademachers “Murderous Mistral” is a perfect getaway-mystery. (…) a tightly
plotted whodunit…” New York Times Book Review

“Readers will be as captivated by Rademacher’s description of Blanc’s adjustment to village life as
they will by the well-constructed mystery. Highly recommended for fans of international crime fiction…”
Booklist starred review
Rights sold to: Forlaget Mellemgaard (Danish); St. Martin’s Press (English World); Editions du Masque (French);
Editura Lebăda Neagră (Romanian), Ed. Maeva (Spanish World);

CAY RADEMACHER
TÖDLICHE CAMARGUE. / DEATHLY CAMARGUE.
A Provence crime novel with Capitaine Roger Blanc
A Crime Novel, ca. 304 pp., Spring 2015 - SPIEGEL Bestseller

“Ably capturing this region of France, with its shimmering heat and fields of red rice,
Cay Rademacher (Murderous Mistral) has crafted a curious mystery set in an unusual
world” Shelf-Awareness.
"Rademacher’s vivid descriptions of the landscape, the pleasures of French food, and the history of
van Gogh’s time in the south add to the story’s appeal. Armchair travellers will be rewarded."
Publishers Weekly
Rights sold to: Forlaget Mellemgaard (Danish); St. Martin’s Press (English World);
Editura Lebăda Neagră (Romanian)

CAY RADEMACHER
BRENNENDER MIDI. / BURNING MIDI.
A Provence crime novel with Capitaine Roger Blanc
A Crime Novel, ca. 304 pp., Spring 2016

“This crime novel is truly lovely and timely. Tightly and dynamically composed.” Annemarie Stoltenberg, NDR KULTUR
“Everybody who has been captivated by the beauties of Provence urgently
needs to follow the smart Capitaine Roger Blanc into his olive grove.” BRIGITTE
Rights sold to: Forlaget Mellemgaard (Danish); St. Martin’s Press (English World);

CAY RADEMACHER
GEFÄHRLICHE Côte BLEUE / DANGEROUS CÔTE BLEUE.
A Provence crime novel with Capitaine Roger Blanc
A Crime Novel, ca. 304 pp., Spring 2017 SPIEGEL Bestseller

“This ingenious story about a trip to the south of France stays exciting until the end.
Cay Rademacher on top form.” Annemarie Stoltenberg, NDR KULTUR
“A clever, passionately written crime thriller with depth.” MÜNCHNER MERKUR
"Rademacher is a great read with groovy dialogue and whimsical ideas.” Kölner Stadtanzeiger
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CAY RADEMACHER
DUNKLES ARLES / DARK ARLES.
A Provence crime novel with Capitaine Roger Blanc
A Crime Novel, ca. 350 pp., Spring 2018 SPIEGEL Bestseller
"Rademacher pulls out all the stops, knitting a thrilling story with interesting
characters as well as remarkable sceneries and makes his hero Blanc, of all people,
a gambler". Frank Heine, GOSLARSCHE ZEITUNG

“Strong figures and a refined story. “ Hamburger Abendblatt
CAY RADEMACHER
VERHÄNGNISVOLLES CALÈS / FATEFUL CALÈS
A Provence crime novel with Capitaine Roger Blanc
A Crime Novel, ca. 350 pp., Spring 2019 SPIEGEL Bestseller
A dark family secret and a race against time - the 6th case for Capitaine Roger
Blanc
"An intelligent tangle of historical background, stirring writing and suspense down to the last page."
Petra Pluvatsch, Bücheratlas
"Provence has always had sweat potential - and addiction potential, since Cay Rademacher set his
crime novels about Captain Roger Blanc there." Wiener Zeitung
CAY RADEMACHER
VERLORENES VERNÈGUES / VANISHED VERNÈGUES
A Provence crime novel with Capitaine Roger Blanc
A Crime Novel. Ca. 350 pp., Spring 2020
A wolf pack roams a ghost town in the middle of Provence.
The 7th case for Capitaine Roger Blanc.
"The setting is hard to beat. [...] Simply great: 'Lost Vernègues' is highly suspenseful and incidentally
also a gripping guide to the rather unknown Provence." - Ulli Wagner, SR3 KRIMIGESPRÄCH
CAY RADEMACHER
SCHWEIGENDES LES BAUX / SILENT LES BAUX
A Provence thriller featuring Capitaine Roger Blanc
A Crime Novel, ca. 350 pages, Spring 2021
Capitaine Blanc investigates in his 8th case a murder in one of France’s prettiest villages
Blooming almond trees, and terrible crimes …
An art theft and a family secret lead Blanc to an old unsolved case
"Like the previous volumes, 'Silent Les Baux' is a thrilling, palatable crime novel."
Peter Pauls, KÖLNER STADTANZEIGER
Cay Rademacher, born in 1965, is a freelance journalist and author. His mystery novels set in post-war Hamburg
‘Der Trümmermörder‘ (The Murderer in the Ruins), ‘Der Schieber‘ (The Grafter), ‘Der Fälscher‘ (The Forger) are
published by Dumont. His Provence mystery novel series includes ‘Mörderischer Mistral‘ (Murderous Mistral),
2014, ‘Tödliche Camargue‘ (Deadly Camargue), 2015, ‘Brennender Midi‘ (Burning Midi), 2016, ‘Gefährliche Côte
Bleue‘ (Dangerous Côte Bleue), 2017, ‘Dunkles Arles‘ (Dark Arles), 2018, ‘Verhängnisvolles Calès’ (Fatefull Calès), 2019, ‘Verlorenes Vernègues’ (Vanished Vernègues), 2020. And ‘schweigendes Les Baux’ (Silent Les Baux)
in 2021. Cay Rademacher lives with his family in the vicinity of Salon-de-Provence, France.
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CRIME FICTION Highlights Backlist
More than 230.000 copies sold of the series
CAY RADEMACHER
DER TRÜMMERMÖRDER/
THE MURDERER IN RUINS
A Crime Novel, 352 pp.

Shortlisted for the International Dagger 2016
A serial killer in post-war Hamburg
Rademacher raises profound questions about individual justice
against a backdrop of mass murder. Undoubtedly the most powerful
work of crime fiction I have read this year.” Jane Jakeman - The

Independent
“A compelling read, as much a historical novel as a crime novel, "The Rubble Murders" creates life in post-war Hamburg under British occupation. (...) The story is gripping, the language forceful, the setting absorbing. A spine-tingling portrayal of how the defeated interact
with their victors.” New Books in German
Rights sold: English (Arcadia Books); French (Le Masque); Spanish (Ediciones Maeva)

CAY RADEMACHER
DER SCHIEBER / WOLF CHILDREN
A Crime novel, 336 pp.
“A close-up look at modern history. And told very touchingly as well. In
his continuation of ‘Der Trümmermörder’ Rademacher has again succeeded in providing a fascinating glimpse at a world that is not all that
far away, a world where everyone has to fight to survive.” – Brigitte
“Rademacher knows how to draw a vivid picture of the post-war period.
He enables his readers to get a sense of the times without lecturing, but
packed in an exciting crime novel instead.” Hessische Allgemeine
“Rademacher impressively describes life in 1947 with all its distresses
and hopes. A piece of history comes alive and touches the reader.”- Hambuger Morgenpost
Rights sold: English World (Arcadia Books); French World (Le Masque);

CAY RADEMACHER

DER FÄLSCHER/ THE FORGER
A Crime novel, 336 pp.

The monetary reform of 1948: chief inspector Stave investigates
in the forger milieu
“The novel provides a meticulously researched, disturbing and always
instructive piece of post-war German history. More continuations, please!” - Emmanuel von Stein, Kölner Stadtanzeiger
Rights sold: English World (Arcadia Books); French World (Le Masque);
Cay Rademacher, born 1965, studied Anglo-American history, ancient history and philosophy in Cologne and Washington. He has been an editor at Geo since 1999 where he participated in establishing
the history magazine Geo-Epoche, whose managing editor he has been since 2006.After moving from
Hamburg to Provence, France with his wife and three children in Summer 2013 he started with
“Mörderischer Mistral”/ Murderous Mistral (2014) a new crime series with Capitain Roger Blanc set in
Provence.
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